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Chairman clears name

•
~Xlt

By Stan Ferdinand

In a somewhat bizarre HUSA

.meeting Monday night, Joel
Mungo, Chairman of the Homecoming Steering Committee, defended an alleged misappropriation of funds. The Senate response
was complete paralysis. Apparently, they were not prepared
tor Mungo' s well executed defense.
In an outdoor HILL TOP interview conducted after the meeting
Mungo explained his side of the
controversy: "The Senate is reacting, bastcally, to rumors. I
sold no tickets and handled no

tomies and contradictions it represented,
To him it was the antithesis
ot HUSA's attitude during the
Homecoming game, at which time
he was awarded a plaque for a
"job well done'•. He stated that
one of the major disturbing aspects of this affair was his abortive attempt to get a " thank
you" note from President Cheek
and Dean Anderson. Claiming
that ·' It this got all the way to
the President on hearsay con-

money." He emphasized, ''l
delegated responsibility and had
something called accountability.
Everyone has forgotten the accountability,"
Mungo prOduced a letter from
HUSA dated October 29, 1970.
The letter demanded either a
factual financial report to the
Senate or the threat of legal
action. Mungo st ated that his
reaction to the letter was one
of perplexity ahd surprise mixed
with indignation. He said he could
not begin to fanthom the dicho-

W-here's the

(Continued on Page 5)

~oney.?
Joel Mungo explains the expenditures of his Homecoming Com1nittec
to mernbers of the HUSA senate .
Dasc11 t Phot:,

By Gwen Ro ss·

Vincent J ohns. Director
Student Activities

of

Rumored misuse of the proceeds from the Chambers
Brothers concert during Homecoming Week has become a delicate issue with neither HUS A
executives, the Administration,
nor the Office of Student Life
wanting to get too involved.
The controversy is currently
under investigation by the Student Association's 11Watchdlog
Committee, " headed by Bill
Cheatam. The committee was
set up by HUS A at the beglnning of the semester to police
its internal affairs.

November 6; 1970

Questions were raised about
the funds after Joel :'.\lungo, chairman of the l!omecoming Committee failed to make an immediate report of its income.
HUSA, according to Vice President Cheatam, then sent a registered letter to ~lungo on October
27, requesting an account of the
ticket sales and expenditures .
Two days later, a letter was
sent to President Cheek asking
that the University investigate
the Homecoming Steering Committee and prosecute those
persons responsible for irregular handling 0 of funds, Dr.
Cheek subsequently turned the
matter over to Dr. Carl Anderson, Vice President for Student
Affairs.
As of Monday, Dr. Anderson
had talked with HUSA President
Michael Harris and Homecoming original Committee Chairman Tony Stewart. He advised
· them to conduct a will-scale investigation to determine the
events leading up to the situation. Anderson would, he said,
await their recommendations before taldng any action on the is-

sue. In a HILLTOP
later, the Vice Presidents
Harris, himsclf,would preferto
that he was ·'looking to the Isteer clear of the issue because
leadership to exercise its reof possible legal implications.
sponsibility in this regar d.'•
He is quick to point out that his
:.1ungo responded to the Senproposal for a politically oriented
ate·s demand for a fin ancial
Homecoming was rejected for the
report at ;\londay night's HUSA
game-oriented one suggested by
meetin6.
He presented an
~.iungo. The two proposals were
itemized list of show expenoffered as alternatives to tradditures and a ticket count. The
iti.onal
Homecoming activities
cost of the show, he explained,
after students protested its canhad been initially underesticellation. Ironically, the game
mated. This fact along with the
theme was to be coupled with
reported loss of ~everal hundred
"enterprise" or fundraising
tickets, allowed for little profit.
activities.
The report was validated with\ Mr. Vincent Johns, Director of
signatures of the performers a.pd
the Office of Student Life, made
other show personnel certifying
a similar observation when he
that they had been paid the stated
said, "This year's 'relevant'
sums. A check by the "Watch• Homecoming has cost more
dog Committee'' into the actual
money than any previous Homecosts of the rock show was
coming." The total cost in 1969
ordered by the Senate.
was $11,000 -12,000 as compa!ed
to over $20,000 .this year, he
Any irregularities found will
noted.
have to be handled by the UniJohns
hesitated to give a
versity, according to Harris.
broad view of Homecoming, but
"HUSA is not a separate legal
did comment on the way certain
entity, but a part of the Uniphases were managed, He made
verslty...the whole thing rests
a particular reference to the
with them."
(Continued on Page 5)

By Reginald Hildebr3nd

Eighty-six students returned
to campus Wednesday evening
after spending six days campaigning for a slate of 164 Black
candidates in Alabama.
Very few of these candidates,
all of whom ran on the ::\ational
Democr :ilic Pa rty of Alabama
ticket were elected to offire,
· '1ul students 3 .,.ree that it \\':JS :i
,·onhwhile
politil'al step for
HacK people, and a vc•r rr:.:a.n1. ju, expenenee.
T e stu k·nts put i.n 10-12 hou1
ori< (.t1. s ,
tnr from !oor to
001, Li.Ure• lO
u cl, on~l1 att
1!orners in cities, f.)Utl) i.11, Jreas
.u1<.l the back woo<.ls ,-trying to gel
people to vote for the National
Democratic party in Alabama.
Often they were expected to attend rallies and meetings after
the workday was over.
Some members of each of the

groups expressed doubts about
the local organization of the~. D.

Cheek to visit
.4f rica in Dec.
President Jami~S Cheek will
tour various parts of Africa next
m1,nth, as a member of a group
educators from this country, who
plan to examine the educational
system., of Africa.
" l had scheduled this trip before I came to Howard,'' the
President st ~ted, but further explained that he had postponed it
after Tom :Ylboya'a death.
The three-week trip, scheduled
to last from December 6-20, has
a two-fold purpose, according
to Dr. Cheek. First, the President plans to participate with the
group in surveying the colleges·
and and universities in African
countries.
·
Secondly, Dr. Cheek said, 11 1
will be discussing with educational leaders the possibility · of
having a structured relationship
between our University and
theirs.•' He cited as examples, ·
the architecture students from
Howard who went to Kumasi,
Ghana during the past summ:r
·to view and learn about African
architecture. He envisions similar program., with students in
medicine and other areas,
Among the countries on the
President's itinerary are Nigeria, Ghana, and other West
African nations.

'

P.A.

In '.\tontgomery they found that
each candidate was out only for
himself with no regard to the
other Black cand idates. The students had to take it upon themselvE's to stress the whole.'\ D
P .\. ticket.
In Se! llhl , ..-lutlL nts repo rte\
11:iv1n" to •n:10 out their owu
~ mp.ugn •1;:c.hn111u ...,
·:1th vt.r
.:1.1H~d 15:;istan1;
tron: th< :\.
en1"\ \nd't'rson, J ',\or,.;e r ·.\'1tli the B1rr..l..'1,,h::ur rou:
termed the situ.itJ.on there :is
being '·verl disorganized.'·
In '.\lobile the campaign was
coordinated by a progq:ssive
local group c:illed ~eighborhoocl
Organized Workers as well as
by the N.P.D.A ,1 so there were
ICon tinucd on Page 4)

•

Mt:inbers of "The Alabama 86" tean1. as they prepared
to leave last week.
.. /

Brittain Plluto

..

•
'
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Thanksgiving

•

•

Zeta Phi Chapter of Alpha Phi
Omega National Service Fraternity is again sponsoring its
Thanksgiving bus transervice •
The buses will go to Nevi
York and Philadelphia. Roundtrip tickets are -- New York,
$13.00 and Philadelphia, $7.00.
As the number of people per
bus determines whether or not
buses go, once a ticket is purchased No refunds may be requested by the purchaser.
The buses will leave at
4 o'clock p.m. on Wednesday,
November 25, 1970 from Founders Library. The buses will return from their respective cities
on Sunday, November 29, 1970 at
7 o'clock p.m. to Founders Library. ·
Tickets will be on sale Wednesday, November 18, 1970 to
Monday, November 23, 197(J) only,
from 10 o'clock a.m. to 4 o' clock
p. m. in the ticket window of the
Student Center at Howard University.
For further information or ass istance, please call 797- 2(1. 88 or
483-2891.
" An APO service project''.

Phys ed

Harvard Grad

buses

•

School

A soccer party

Gym

dedication

New Policy Graduate Program.
Ph. D., masters or joint masters- professional school degrees
offered. Write Dean HaITy
Weiner, Littauer Center, Harvard Univ e rs it y, Cambridge,
Mass. 02138.

On Saturday at 12:00 Noon,
between the Soccer match and ·
the Football game, a dedication ceremony will be held in
the lounge of the Physical Education Building for Men.

Help the Bison
The Bison (Howard University's yearbook) asks your help
in aiding it and the Black community, by becoming a patron
and soliciting an ad for the 1971
edition.

The Athletic field will become
The Lewis Watson Stadium · in
memory of the 1st Athletic Director at Howard University.

The usual 20 percent proceeds
profit for the business managers
will be given to the D.C. Project.

The Library in the building will
be named in honor of Mr. Clarence W. Davis, former head of
the Department and Health
Instructor.

Patronage $5 .00
Ads $45.00 to $160.00
Deadline June, 1971

Representatives from local
colleges, former deans and
faculty members and members
of athletic teams during those
years have been asked to attend.
A reception at 1:00 will follbw
the ceremony.

Contact Co- business managers
Danny Sims and
Margerite Bracy
Bison Office,
2 21 5 4th St. N.W.

A victory celebration dance
sponsored by the soccer team will
be held tomorrow from 10:00 p. m.
- 2 a .m. at St. Stephens Church
16th and Newton Streets. Music
by Junior Joseph's Hi Fi set.
Admission fee is $1.00 and you
·Will have to bring you r own liquor.

INTERESTED IN GYMNASTICS?
Check out Howard's Gymnastics
Club. Contact: Debbie King (7972253) or Coach Johnson (79711413). Experience not necessary.

The building will be named
the John H. Burr Physical Education Building in honor of the
past chairman of the Department
and BASKETBALL COACH.

November 6, 1970

Recruiters Scheduled In The Placement Office, Interested Students
.
'
Sign-Up In Room 211, Administration Building.
NOVEMBER 6, 1970
BELOIT CORPORATION, Beloit, Wisconsin
M.E., E.E.
KAISER STEEL CORPORATION,* Oakland, California
Engrg.
METROPOLITAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, Nashville,. Tennessee
Elem. Ed., Industrial Arts, Math., Sci., Epecial Ed., Foreign
Languages.
PHILLIP l\10RRIS,* New York, New York
Bus., Acc't. , Math., Chem., M.E.
_,
Corporate Planning & Development, Operations Planning,,
Marketing, Control (Internal Auditing, Ace' ., Systems).
SUNDSTRAND CORPORATION,* Rorckford, Illinois
.
M.E.
•
UNION CARBIDE CORP .- PRODUCTS
DIVISION,* Niagara Falls, N. Y.
BS/MS, Engrg., Ace 't., Bus. Adm,, Phys.,· Chem .
U.S. 'ARMY MATERIAL .GOMMAND,* ,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ·
.
Engrg., Sci.·
,
NORTHWESTER UNIV. GRAD. SCHOOL OF
t\1ANAGEMENT
~

'

.

'

.

•

Mak e a bu c k
All Junior and Senior males
need to fill out a questlonaire.
$1.00 for 15 minutes. Go to
Douglas Hall Rm. 27 Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 11:00 a .m.-2 :00 p.m. Tues.
11:30-4:00, Thurs. 11:30- 3,

,

)

TUB tutors
The Upward Bound program
of Trinity College is asking for
volunteer tutors for high school
students. Interes ted? Ca~ Mr.
Clair, 269-2389,

•

I

·•

Permanent ID 's

•

All " new entrants" and " old
students returning" who received
tempor ary photo ID's in September will be issued permanent
photo ID's in window No. 3, Office of the Registrar, Room 128,
Administration Building between
8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. No student will be issued a permanent photo ID if he does not present the temporar y one he received in Sept.

'
)

•f'\..

I

D.C. Proiect

,.

Any student wishing to apply
for participation in the Washington, D, c. Project or who is
seeking further information, contact :
Gary Ayers, HUSA Office
Room 324 Student Center
Phone: 387-7279 or 797- 6100,
ext. 761.

•

•

'

•
•

·•

t •••

..

•

• •
•

Psych

experiment
Limited number of white and
Black undergrads needed to flll
out racial attitude questionnaire.
Earn "$2 in 20 min., Tempo B.
Mon.-Wed. 9-2 :30 p.m.; Fri.12-4 p,m.

Chapel choir
There will be a meeting of
all students interested in being
in the Chapel Choir at 12 noon
F riday, November 6, 1970 in the
Chapel.

,

Turned on by the idea? Then
you're our kind of person.
The aluminum 2 x 4 is part of ·
the completely new Alcoa®
Alumiframe* building system.
And it just might revolutionize
the homebuilding business.
It's light, strong, economical.
Goes up quick and easy. Won't
give way to weathering or

termites.
And it saves beautiful green
trees for the better things in life.
The Alumiframe system is just
bne example of the fine ideas
In aluminum that com~ from
!Alcoa.
·Many people are responsible.
rAll have one thing in common:
!A sincere interest in exploring

the infinite possibilities of
•
'
our metal.
If you'd like to get involved,
check your placement office
for A.lcoa career booklets on
Engineering and Business. .
Then see our recruiter when
he arrives on campus.
It could be the smartest thing
you 'll do thfs year.
·Trademar k of Alum inum Companf of America.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

•

Film festiva l
Project Awareness presents:
A Film Festival, Sun. Nov. 8,
2:30 p.m. in the Biology Greenhouse. ·'Cry the Beloved Country" (tentative); "I\llalcolm X",
"Pan - African Confer ence",
"Tanzania", "Still a Brother" .
Open to all Blacks . F ree.

•

•
I
J

Change for the better
with Alcoa
•

rllALCCIA'

'
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Concerts, dances banned
By Pearl Stewart

Dr. Carl Anderson, Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
explained that his decision to call
for a ban on concerts and dances
was the result of" general agreement between student government
leaders, the sponsoring groups,
and our office.''
This temporary restriction
was imposed following the predawn concert during Homecoming
week, and the Student Center
dance sponsored by the students
who went to Alabama. Both events
were the scenes of serious overcrowding and the breaking of
glass windows and doors.
In a memorandum to the Uni-

versity community, Dr. Anderson revealed the decision of his
office, and stated that a committee would be appointed immediately to investigate the
situation and make recommendations.
The Vice President told the
HILLTOP. ''I would very much
like to continue these activities,
but not under these chaotic conditions." He continued, "We have
been blessed that someone has
not been seriously disfigured or
killed.''
President J ames Cheek, who
approved the cessation, expressed similar sentiments. " If
reports are correct," he stated,
"it suggests to me a rather
serious situation. The University
cannot continue to sustain damage
to its facilities; plus people are
being subjected to injuries.'' The
President mentioned the fact that
the insurance rates are affected
by such incidents , and that the
broken glass and overcrowdedness pose extreme dangers to
the c rowds .
Both the President and· Vice
President agree that the guide-

Dr. Carl Anderson made
proposal to suspend further
University concerts.
lines for these activities need to
be reviewed in order t9 insure
that future concerts and dances
are held in a more responsible
fashion.
Dr. Anderson, particularly
mentioned the fact that the Men's
Gumnasium was closed to athletic
activities for two weeks because
of the three concerts that were
held during that time, as a lack
of consideration for the Physical
Education Department. Anderson
stated that Dr. Tyrance, the head
of the..f E Department, has stated
that he cannot be expected to
conduct an athletic program in
such conditions.
The ban will be lilted, according to Dr, Anderson, "as
swiftly as the comm ittee can
come upwi~h recommendations."
The blues festival scheduled
for this weekend will be held,
in spite of the restriction, because it was previously contracted.

HUSA meets
•
Committee probes $$ issue
'

.

Anderson's memorandum
To the University Community:
Serious disturbances which
have occurred during the llst
two campus-wide activities,
namely; tl~e Pre-Dawn Rock Concert and a dance in the University Center ballroom, raise serious questions regarding the University•s ability to effectively
deal with large numbet's of individuals drawn to the campus
to attend such affairs. Those in
attendance at the Pre-Dawn Concert may bear witness to the near
complete state of chaos brought
about by the attempt of several
thousand individuals, in excess
ot capacity, to gain admittance
to this event. In the process,
two female students and three
University Guards were injured,
five glass doors were broken
and shattered and nearly two
thousand extra individuals forced
their way into the building.
Blatent disregard for the wellbeing of others as well as Uniersity property was rampant.
At the dance in the7University
Center ballroom, several glass
indows and doors were broken
d serious overcrowding ocurred.
You may recall that in ·March
f 1970, similar di~turbances \e-

sulting from campus dances
brought about a cessation of al
public dances scheduled 1n University facilities. Such drast1
action was made necessary du
to the realization that Universit
personnel were unable to provide security and safety to wellmeaning students and their guest
under such conditions.
It is even more regrettable tha
nine months later conditions associated with the presentation o
popular concerts and dances are
more chaotic, thereby raising
serious question regarding the
wisdom of permitting such activities to be conducted on the campus.
Iil view of these developments,
I am authorizing a cessation o
all public dances and popula
concerts on campus except thos
for which the University is presently under contract, witll sue
time as clearly enunciated guidelines
and procedures ar
developed and endorsed by th
student government, securit
personnel and the Office of th
Vice President for Student Af
fairs. A committee express!
designed to address these pro
blems will be appointed soon

Panthers .renew ef!Prts
to hold convention in gym
By Pearl Stewart

The Black Panther Party,
which has been attempting tofind
a location in the Washington area
for its November 27-29 Convention, has renewed efforts to use
Howard's gymnasium after its
request for use of the D. c . Armory was rejected.
This \yeek the Court of Appeals·
of the District ruled to deny the
Panthers' appeal, which was
sought after an initial negative
response from Armory officials.
Two weeks ago, Andrea Jones,
Panther representative, approached Les Gaines, President
of the Student Bar Association,

concerning the use of 'the gym .
Gaines in turn took the request
to the Student Association, which
voted unanimously to support the
Panthers in this requ~st, and to
take the issue to the administration for approval.
On Wednesday Dr. Carl Anderson, Vice President for Student Affairs ; Mr. James Clarke,
versity Treasurer; Gaines; and
Pearl Stewart, HILLTOP Editor
met with Miss Jones. At that
time, the only thing decided
upon was that Miss.Jones should
write a formal letter to the University containing the request,

Page3

'Ebony' editor
lectures
By

Donal~

,

Bradley

Words create images", Peter
Balley, Associate Editor of Ebony
stated as he discussed the relatJ.on of Black America to the
press and the government.
Originally, ·Earl Caldwell of
the San Francisco Bureau of the
N. Y. Times had been scheduled
to initiate the Gllbert Neal Lecture series last Thursday night
under the sponsor.ship of the
Graduate Student Council. However, Mr. Caldwell was unable
to appear because of illness.
Mr. Bailey went on to caution
an audience of 150 students that
words are potent weapons. He
reinforced his statement by asserting, " Holding a press conference 'ls an art." Mr. Balley
emphasized that we must be careful ~ of the words we use. He
criticized the white press tor
misrepresenting and misconstruing the Black community.
"Blacks have always been abused
in the press," he said. !'The
press is a fourth part of the
· government."
He went on to express the
opinion that the FBI seeks to
use Black journalists as spies
on the Black community. Mr.
Bailey warned young Black
journalists to be aware of this.
Speaking on the role of the Black
journalist, the editor said, "lt
is no easy job to be a Black
member of the press. We a:re
not journalists who happen to.
, be Black, we are Black journalists".
(Continued on Page 4)
11

along with specltlcatlons, such
as the number of people expected,
and exactly what facllijies will
be needed. ·
This letter wlll be reviewed
today oy those who were present
at the Wednesday meeting along
with a HuSA executive, at which
time a decision will be made m·
terms of the feasibility' of having
the convention at Howard•

•

•

By Beth eye Powell

A long-awaited report on
Homecoming finances was presented to HUSA on Monday night.
Copies of the report were given
to the senators and the report
was summarized by Joel 1\ilungo,
Homecoming Steering Committee
Chairman.
:\1ungo's
report , on the
Chambers Brothers coni:ert purports to account for $9,628,80
in expenditures. The cost of the
entertainers was $9, 502.80, and
$126.00 was reported as miscellaneous. According to the report,
$9,660.00 was earned from the
sale of tickets.
The Senate voted to send the
report to the "proper authorities.'' Because no report had
been received earlier, HUSA had
requested an investigation by the
Administration. The Administration returned the matter to
HUSA. The Watch Dog Committiee is to investigate and report
to the Administration.
The contusion around the
Homecoming expenditures
sparked a motion that the HUSA
Treasurer be required to send,
bi-monthly through campus mail,
to all senators copies of all requisitions of monies. In the future
this would enable the Senate

to make mor e accurate investigations if necessary.
A proposal to contribute $1000
to the Afro-American Club of
Car dozo High School was sent
t~ Budget Committee. The
club sent 39 members to Africa
during the summer and is $17,000 in debt, being required to pay
$2000 a month for six months.
The students are trying to raise
the money for the first payment.
The Club representative is to be
notified at the next HUSA meeting,
The Black Economic Educat101
Corporation (BEEC) presented
a proposal to pay the tuition tor
a brother. Reportedly, he could
not get a summer job because
he was at Xavier University acquiring information for the BE EC
committee. It was moved that the
needed $1 74 be taken from the
$10,000 emergency loan tund that
HUS A gave the Office of Financial Aid.
Constitutions from the Chess
Club and the School of Architecture were referred to the "proper
committee" for study.
By the time the meeting was adjourned at 11:30, six of the nine
issues on the agenda had been
covered.

I
i

ll~.
S!ud~nt

- -

government vice-president, Bill Cheatam, presides over Monday
rught s marathon HUSA meeting.
. Dasr 111 Pll oto

•

,I

•

Joel Mungo (r) discusses Homecoming Committee expenditures with attorney Belford Lawson duriqg
HUSA meeting.
·
Dasent Photo

Nixon ravoids' African leader
By Theola Miller

President Kenneth Kaunda of
Zambia is yet a.'lother Black
Leader whose re~uested audience
with President Nixon failed to
materialize.
According to M.t. Mw~mta of
the Zambian Emb~sy, he and
Mr. Slone the Zambian ambassador went to secure an appointment for a friendly call on President Nixon by President Kaunda.
The State Department suggested
that the visit be strictly private
and it was agreed upon that
President Kaunda would com~ as
a rep_resentative of the Organization of African Unity, (OAU). Mr.
Mwamba & Mr. Shona suggested
Tuesday as the only time for
the mt1eting because of President Kaunda's involvemt1nt in
activities at the U.N. Accordingly a tenative tim e was set
for Tues. Oct. 20th at 11: 00.
"President Kaunda arrived on
Oct. 5th and the confirmation
of his appointment with President Nixon was not given until
a week latef - Oct. 14th. Mr.
1\il 1Yamha stated, "It was then
that we were told that the appointment would be either Mon.
at 9:30 or not at all. This was
the very day we emphasized that

President Kaunda would be at
the U,N," Mr. l\1wanba further
related that he and Mr. Shona
were sent to express disappoint-.
ment by President Kaunda at not
being granted an audience. "Th'e
President viewed this as a polite
way of saying that his arrival
was not welcomed' •, Mr . Mwamba
stated. He also pointed out that
Secretary of State, Rogers had
visited Zambia on short notice
and was cordially received.
This slight on fhe part of
President Nixon was also felt
by other Nations of the OAU.
This was manif~sted when, according to Mr. Mwamba, only
seven out of thirty or more
representatives were present for
the U,N, dinner at the White
House.
1'1r. Mwamba speculated that
maybe the fact that President
Kaunda was coming as a representative of the OAU rather than
as President of Zambiafrightened President Nixon. When asked
lf the real intent of President
Kaunda's mission as a member
of the OAU was to urge Presi-.
dent Nixon to induce Britain to
bar the sale of weapons to the
white minority rule in South Africa, Mr. Mwamba replied, "The '

President's intent was merely a
social call which may have lasted
only five or ten minutes." ·•It
was possible the subject of the
sale of arm:> mtght have arisen."
Perhaps there 1s a suspicion
on the part of the Zambian Embassy that the U.S. May become
involved in the sale of arms
to South Africa.
M.r. Leedham, Public omcer
tor the 8'Jreau of Alrican Alfairs said that the Am oassador
of Zambia made the statement
that President Kaunda did not
leave the country in an angry
mood. "There was no misunderstanding", Mr . Leedham clarified, "President Nixon, upon request cleared his schedule for
9:30 on Monday to meet wlth
President Kaunda.' • ' ' Atelegram
was sent to Kaunda in London
on the 17th. "Resident Kaunda
arrived on the 18th and notified
us that he could not change his
Monday's speaking schedule at
the UN "
Mr . Mwamha of the Zambian
Embassy stated on the cQ_ntrary
that to his knowledge no telegram was evPr received by the
(Continued on Page 9)

•
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Georgia 6 aid candidates
Six students from Howard University headed by Liberal Arts
Student Council Treas~. Rov
Allen, spent three days in Savannah, Georgia getting out the Black
vote tor one ot the toughest elections in the city's history. The
students left Friday afternoon on
an eleven hour car ride. The
students making the trip were
HUSA Senator, LaMont Flannigan; Feature Editor of the
lilLLTOP, Robert Taylor; President ot the Sophomore Class
Elijah Cummings; Mark Collins,'
and Raymond Johnson.
Upon arrival, the students
passed out leall.ets and canvassed
certain areas of the city. Although a number of Blacks won
primary elections by majority
vote, white candidates continued
to persist by launching writein campaigns. This marks the
second time within a matter of
weeks that some Howard student
have gone to Georgia. A few
weeks ago, Allen took a group
down to deal with racist school
board policies of banning Afro
hairstyles in the school system.
The first trip was marked with
great success due to the efforts
ol Howard stu~ents to raise ball
money to free the jailed brothers.·
The remainde r of the arrested
students were set free and
charges dropped as a result of
pressure applied by Blacks of the
city.
On Sunday morning of this

week, the students pass"e<f out
literature at the local churches.
(The Black church still being
a strong force among the Black
people). Sunday afternoon, Allen
called a meeting of student representatives of the local high
schools to organize the group
into a collective force. The meeting was quite fruitful since the
students will publish Black newspapers in their respective
schools. Fortunately, Robert
Taylor, Feature Editor of the
IDLL TOP, was present to setup guidelines for the paper. Later
in the evening, the students met
with the Savannah Liberation
Front in discussing means of
having " trigger happy policemen" fired from the force.
Monday afternoon, the students
made a three hour stop in Richmond, Virginia where Roy Allen addressed a crowd of about
one thousand students on the
steps of the state capitol. Monday was Black Solidarity Day
in Rlchmond, as in other cities
around the country.
Allen stated that he fell the
trips have done a lot in bringing about '.l consciousness among
Black people.
(Editor's Note: Both of the candidates that the Georgia six
campaigned for won their respective races.)
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very few times when students
bad to rely on thetr own political
ingenuity.
For the most part, the local
white folks were well-behaved
and Wloffenslve but there were
a few minor incidents. Students
in Birmingham reported what
they felt constant surveillance
by the police. They also had to
resort to puttinguppostersunder
the cover of darkness, in what
became known as 'midnight
patrols' .in order to get around
a city ordinance making posters
illegal.
John CllpperoftheSelmagroup
reported being thrown out of a
polling place by police in the town
of Orville. Clipper explained that
he and three other students were
hampered by off1cials when they
tired to tulfill their duties as poll
watchers. He observed "I think
they just wanted to get rid of
us before time to count the ballots. "
The Mobile and Montgomery
groups reported no run-ins with
the police.
All the groups did nearly all
of their campaignmg in Black
areas and therefore did not have
to come in contact with the white
commwiity.
The students made the 1400mile journey in two, white-driven buses. The largest group, 43,
went to Birmingham where they
were refused lodging at predom-

•

Muslims organize on carripus

inantly Black MUe8 College. despite an agreement made earlier
with the Student Body President.
Finally arrangements were made
for the students to stay in private homes in the Black c.emmunity.
The 16 workers who went to
Mobile all stayed in a two-bedroom apartment belonging to an
wicle of Calvin Boykin, olie of
the members of the group.
The Montgomery group stayed
in the homes of group members
Wanda Walton, Edress Stephens,
and Tommy Brown. The 11 Selma students stayed in a vacated
doctor• s ott1ce, sharing bathroom
facilities with a neighboring dentlst 's ott1ce.
·
All four groups reported being
greatly impressed by the hospitality and warmth of the Black
community.
John Clipper, a member of the
Selma group commented on the
trip, " I felt llke I wanted to do
some work, and it was something that interested me; that's
primarily why I went.
: He continued, "I was satls- 1
!tied with the work I did...but I
think 1t did a lot more _for the
86 people who went down there
than it did · for those we were
trying to help." Everybody who
went down there learned a little
bit about themselves and a little
bit about the South.••
•I didn't expect it to be as
blatant as it was. They let you

know exactly where you stood.,,
Henry Anderson commented,
"Birmingham's just like any •
other city, it's no dltterent."
Vincent Coleman, coordinator for the Montgomery group,
summed up the sentiments of .
many of the students when he
observed, "It was more than just
a work expei:ience. It proved
that Black people could work
together •• • towards a common
goal,,,
He continued, " ••.living together, working together, and
sharing
common experiences
brings people to love each other,
respect each other, and grow
closer together.'•
Accompanying the Howard students were two workers from
Federal City College, and one
from Georgetown University.
Former Howard instructor Acklyn Lynch spent Saturday with
the Birmingham group.
The Alabama Project was organized by Liberal Arts students
Phlllis Waller and Jesse Win•ston.

r

By Evita Paschall

"Muslims are lost when they
come to Howard. Muslim~ are
ridiculed and isolated on campus. Muslims had to find some
way to come together and for
these reasons the MSU (Muslim
Student Association) was formulated. ·'
These are the words of 'Ali
. Harnist Mujahid, the head organizer of MSU, in a recent interview. Mujahid feels that MSU
will strengthen · communication
.with Muslims on campus. "MSU
wlll provide a social life for
'Muslims," continued Mujahid.
"In this way, Muslims can be
in a more Is lamic atmosphere
and relieve ·some of the burdens
that come with being in a nonIsla mic coWltry."
According to Mujahid, Muslim
students on Howard's campus
are alienated from the rest of
the student body. He explained,
"In the filLLTOP, there ls never
anything intentionally printed

Bailey·

about the Muslims circumstances
overseas or on campus. Even
though Howard has more Muslim
students than any university in
this country, there are no options in studies. Muslims can't
have studies that relate to their
own philosophy, but have to study
the European way of life."
Mujahid added that there was
once a history course of Islam
at Howard. First it was taught
by a Jew and then a "pagan/'
There were no books or references and the turth was "completely distorted". He continued,
"Teacher s castigated and ridiculed the Muslim students. Some
Muslim students grades were in
jeopardy because they would not
consent to lies about Islam.
MSU provides national organization for Muslims who are students in the U.S. and Canada.
Not only for students that go
to school but anyone who wants
to learn. According to Mujahid,

MSU springs from obedience to
the Holy Quran.
Mujahid says that in MSU, there
wlll be classes, sessions, and
lectures on different aspects of
ISLAM. "We want to relate to
both Muslims and non-Muslims,
so both can understand each
other. So, the main· purpose ls
not to get more Muslims, but
get those that are Muslims together and explain Islam to nonMuslims."
"Islam ls the unifying force
that wlll ultimately bring about
Pan-Africanism," said Raquib
Esa, another inspired leader for
MSU. He continued, 1t ls hard
to conceive of Black Pe0ple talking about Pan-Africanlsm when
they have so little knowledge
of Islam. There are over 200
million Muslims in Africa alone.
Most of African life is centered
around Islam. Therefore if a
person doesn't know Islam, he
can't discuss Africa. For to know
Africa ls to know Islam." Esa
concluded.

Transitory vote pending
more reasonable law
By Willie Abrams

•

(Continued from Page 3)
"Anything we get from the
white press in a positive sense,
we must regard with a plus'.',
he said sharply,
Mr. Balley spoke with regards
to the white press and its ·relation to the Black community.
He pointed out that the white
press · often builds a Black leader
with flattery, then submits him
to overcoverage in order to destroy him.
Mr.
B ail e y consistently
stressed the tnnuence of the
Black community on the Black
press. He presented the audience
with an anecdote relating to the
potential of community pressure
as a means to alter the images
in the Black press.
Mr. Balley concluded his remarks with a comment on the
"braindratn'' relative to the
community. By "bralndrain," he
was referring to those talented
Blacks who fled the Black community as a reaction to its alleged bad image. According to
Mr. Balley, this bad image was
a result of the Black commtmlty's desire to obtain federal
tunds. "Hal:lem 1s a comm\llllty with many types of people,"
be explained. Mr. Bailey's allegatlon bears relevance to his
assertion, "The press creates

Images''.

Last Friday the District of
Columbia's one-year residency
requirement for voters was
struck down by the District Court.
A more r.easonable residency law
ls pending.
The court's decision has
opened the way for transitory
residents, such as students from
other- states who are attending
•he several colleges and universities in the District, to demand
the right to vote. The extension
of the voting
right
to 18
year-olds and the coming primary and general elections make
the opportunity look extremely
attractive to students who are
seeking involvement. They only
have to give up their votes in
their home states.
The Black United Front has
been in the forefront to change
the residency law and extend the
vote to college students who wish
it, The affairs of the District
affect the life of every student
studying here and the Reverend
Douglas Moore, Head of the BUF
and a candidate for the office
of non-voting delegate, stated that
"ii court suit will be forthcoming" if any attempt was made
to prevent the registration of
students who are willing to give
up their votes at home.
The omce of the o.c. Board
of Elections stated that students
would not be allowed to register
if their reasons were that District affairs affected their lives
and they have the right to vote.

"They must express a desire to
make the District their permanent
place
of residence."
a spokesman for the Board of
Elections said.
A suit challenging the one-year
residency requirement of the
State of Virginia was won on
Tuesday before a three-judge
federal court. Whether this dedecision will re-inforce the decision 1n the District is not
known. But requirements regarding precinct or ward residency
may not become an issue.
One employee of the D.C. Board
of Election
questioned
the
willingness
of students to
sacrifice their votes in their·
home states for a voteless and
voiceless District of Columbia.
A spokesman from the campaign
of the Reverend Douglas Moore
stated that the true strength of
students should be revealed and
that "they should be allowed to
express themselves.••
The 'transitory voters movement' has not really begun, but
it still may have the potential
to develop into another youth and
student issue in the District of
Columbia.
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Guyana amb,ssador talks

Dabney views his candidacy
By Gwen Ross

•
case .out of District Court until
recently.
The District's high cost of
livlilg is another problem that
Dr. Dabney hopes to correct.
11 We don't even have money for
health care...We' re being priced
out of a chance to live." He
advocates the activation of price
controls as a possible remedy.
In view of the natlon rs rising
inflation, Dabney crittctzea tne
use of government funds for
D.C.'s Summer in the Parks pro- .
gram" "That money" , Dabney
argues, 11 should have been used
to give yongsters jobs," He would
like to see unemployment reduced
among all ages.
For the District's educational
problems, he offers the high
school equivalency test as ~
manifold solution. " Youngsters
wouldn't have to remain in school.
They could take this test, and if
they passed, go to work or become apprentices ." He added that
this would at the same time alleviate overcrowding and discipline problems.
The determined candidate feels
~hat many of his ideas are im. mediately legislatable and that
they should be, even if he ts
not elected. He compared the
District and its ills to a man
who has been jackknifed by a
truck. "You don't stop and ask
the man why he was run over,
you get the truck off of him,
and that's exactly what we must
do for the man in the District.''
If elected, he plans to " take
the pulse'' of his constituents
through a policy planning board,
consisting of youths and adults.
Dr. Dabney's work in corr ectional institutions in many
parts of the country has led him
to seek the establishm1~nt of firstclass prisons and mental hospitals at both the local and national level. A graduate of the
University of Pennsylvania and
Howard's 1v1·~dical School, Dr.

Though Congressional candidate Dr. David Dabney is running for the District's non-voting seat, he is confident that 1f
elected he will be an in!luential
representative.
Dr. Dabney made this clear
during a recent HILLTOP interview. "As the D. c. representative," he pointed out, 11 !
would be entitled to a vote in
House committees." As the only
Republican candidate, · Dabney
suggested that his membership
in the GOP might carry some
weight if he wer e elected.
The 43- year- old psychiatrist
also feels that his work, primarily with criminal cases, will •
give him added insight into the
"wheelings and dealings" on
Capitol Hill.
"This same insight will enable
me to understand what the people
really need and want," Dr. Dabney explained. A life-time
resident of the District, he already has some definite ideas
on the subject.
Heading his list of priorities
is the elimination or modification of the "Hatch Act_; ' "We
won' t really have full horn~ rule
until
that
time,"
Dabney.
observed . . Under this 40-yearold statute, government employees can be fired for participation in so-called anti- government activities. "Thus many
potential leaders, fearfUl of losing their jobs, are hesitant about
involving themselves in the political process."
Dabney also plans to work
toward strict enforcement of the
civil rights legislation in the
District. His strong feelings on
the subject stem from personal
experiences he had while working at St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
He filed a complaint of racial
discrimination against that institution t tve years ago. Numerous
counter complaints by lower
courts, he said, have kept the
•

1ContlllUCd rrom Page I ;

•

handling of ticket sales and suggested that controls could have
prevented the loss of so many
tickets. "l don't favor taking
tickets out of the office to be sold
by friends and other students.
Sales could be made through re11able contacts in other schools
and local businesses.' ' Continuing he said, " '\Vithout these
controls, a problem ar ises in
collecting tickets and money."
His general feelin g is that Student Activities lost its effective
control three years ago when
HUSA absorbed many of the
Office's functions . However, Mr.
Johns made clear that he did not
want to be 11 all powerful."
The HUSA Senate obviously
feels that more controls are
needed, for after hearing l\.lungo's
report Monday night, they passed
a proposal that copies of all
requisitions for monies be sent
to senators.
Treasurer Sam '\Vallace resents the move, calling it a
"political tactic by the Senate
to question the action of the
executives," He added that he
considered it " an attack on my
personal cr edibility. "
At this point, Wallace is not
taking any investigative steps,
explaining that his job was complete once he allocated and accounted for the $20,000 Homecoming appropriations as instructed, "The funds in question
are outside my jurisdiction .•••
I don't plan to take any investigative action until asked to." The
Treasurer added that he did not
intend to make any other moves
until a statement of support is
issued by the Senate.
Wallace feels that this latest
cneck by the Senate is just
another incident in a general
trend of non-support of HUSA
leaders. "It's like saying they
want to handle the ottice of treasurer.... My position will be a token
onq. J! that's the case, they can
have ft."

•

•

•

The Senate, he contends, has
been one of the greatest obstacles
to this year's HUSA program:
recent case in point- -its budget
freeze which blocked initiation
of the D.C. Project. "It casts
d_oubts upon the leaders as well
as the programs themselves."
Harris echoes Wallace's view
when he says, "We've been in
a unique position this year in
trying to accomplish anything,'
Not only has there been a lack
of Senate support, he points out,
but a negative attitude on the
part of many students. He hopes
that the three factions will be
aqle to pull their strengths together and work in the coming
months.

with international
By Pearl Stewart

Dabney has worked at San Quentin prison in California, the
Maryland Department of Corrections, and the D.C. Department of Corrections.
/
Focusing briefiy on international issues, Dabney challenged
the reasons for the United States'
involvement in Vietnam. He cited
an article in the December, 1968,
I
issue of National Geographic
Magazine which reported that the
Western nations were preparing
to build a hydro-electric dam
on the Mekong River. "An~ime
yo:i have electric power, 1you
have
pot en t i a 1 industrial
power••• Do:i't fool the people, "
Dabney declared, suggesting that
the government should not delude
the public that its sole motive
is the ·•containment of comm\Ulism."
Asked whether he thought the
large number of candidates (21
at this date) would affect the
election, Dabney, an early contender, commented that ' '. r eason and logic will prev.all."
" They will elect me," he added
jokingly. More seriously, he expressed the need for Black politicians to project better ifl}ages
as opposed to the Amos and
Andy caricatures that havei been
portrayed.
l
In response to opponent: Rev.
Douglas Moore's challenge that
candidates allow Howard students
to hear them, Dr. Dabney said
he would be glad to speak at
the University,

The small, independent South
American country of Guyana is
not ·frequently discussed on the
campus, certainly not as much
as many African nations, although
Guy~a is a Black country.
Fi r students and others wh~
wis ed to broaden their knowledge of this newly 1ndependent
country, a reception was held
Sunday for the ambassador of
Guyana, His Excellency, Raha. man Gagraj and his wife.
The ambassatlor gave a brief
speech to the s izeable group
of international students, faculty,
administrators and friends of
Guyana. " We of Guyana had
absolutely no experience . in
foreign affairs before our country became independent in May
1966," he stated while explaining the gap that may have existed between the Guyanese
Embassy and students from that
country, who are attending school
in Washington.
He also asked that the Guyanan
students and others understand
the tight economy of a struggling,
new nation, which cannot afford
many of the luxuries that
wealthier nations are ableto display in their embassies.
Mr. Gagraj emphasized the
fact that his government is in
the process of ridding the country of foreign exploiters. He
specifically cited Canada, whose

By Willie Abrams

The Black community of Cairo,
Illinois was brought under persistent attacks by white fascist
vigilantes during the weeNend of
October 24. Blacks took up arms
to defend their lives and property against the white attackers,.
The vigilantes were backed by
the State of .Illinois police officials and agents of the FBI in
their acts of terrorism; federal
and state officials allowed the
attackers to act with llberty,
This. has made Cairo a battlefield for Blacks· struggle for
survival behind savage raids
against their commwlity by
whites.
The Field Director of the National Black United Front, Tony
Cox, went to Cairo during the
weekend of the violence and reported that aggression reached

•

.,

in protest of injus~ice .
the "point where Blacks were
being machine-gunned.'' Sporadie battle and confrontations between Blacks and whites have
been occurring over a period of
one year. Little support by Blacks
outside Cairo has been extended

Transportation
•

•

for holidays
Sign of the times: Aftermath of violent confrontations between
Blacks and whites in Cairo, Illinois

,

(Cun!inucd from Page I)

cerning Mungo tQen the mentality of Howard has not changed,''
Mungo takes the position that
"God judges all in the end.''
"Then " he continued "I am in
no position
'
t~ judge anyone."
He accepts the entire a!fair as a
"crushing 01ow· ' but decides that
he wlll entertain no more "individual head trips.''
.
Despite the post-Homecoming
melee, he feels that th~ attempt~
to be ditterent this year 11 got
over." He stated, "lt was given

. I'

Members of the Cairo, Ill. Black community march through the streets

1

This year in addition to providing the regular Thanksgiving
holiday bus transerv1ce to New
York and Philadelphia the
brothers of Alpha Phi Omega
National Service Fraternity will
attempt to expand this bus service,
On Friday, November 6, lists
will be posted outside the Alpha
Phi Omega office in room 109
of the Student Center to ascertain if buses should be sent to
other cities besides New York
and Philadelphia during the
Thanksgiving and Christmas
holiday seasons. After discerning if it is practical to send
buses to other cities, an attempt
will be made to expand the holiday bus service based on student response. The lists will
be collected on Friday, November 13, 1970.

_ ·
Am assador agraj
industries hava' been soaking up
the wealth of Guyana for over
fifty years.
After making these explanations the ambassador hit upon
what was essentially the message of his speech. "Students
from Guyana, think in terms of
going back ho:nt·, he urged."
He admitted that Guyana could
not offer the material advantages
o~ the United States--at least not
right away, but he inquired, "Do
you want to stay in the United
States where you have to fight
to move from one class of citizenship to another, when at home
in Guyana, you are number one?"
P: lor to these concluding
. statements, the ambassador nad
expressed his desire to retire
to the lounge for refreshmi~nts.
" I must confess that I · am a
little thirsty," he said. "But
let that not be the theme ·Jpon
which I shall end."
··

't o the Gridiron Queen void of the
parade, afros, political controversy, frate~ities, and sororities." He fUrther asserted that,
"This inspired the football team
to win. Because they enjoyed what
was given to them by expanding
the entire Black experience.''
He saw it as a return to the
original concept of Homecoming:
"In The Name of The Game"
-this year's theme which Mungo
takes credit for creating. To him
this is the only way in which the

•

Jones Ph o to

to the embattled Black comm1mtty, The chapters of the NBUF
have pledged their support to the
· Black community because Blacks
were not aware of the development in Cairo, The Black media
failed to reveal the shielding of
white vigilantes by state and
federal officals and the failure 01
so-called Black leaders to spea'c
out against such action. The whit¢
vigilantes were left to feel at
liberty in their ventu-re to snuff ·
out Black llves at will.
Tony Cox stated that 11 the
whites spread rumors that outside Blacks were coming to Cairo
to wage attacks on white
communities." This was an at
tempt to use the riot-conspiracy
law to have all Blacks attempting
to aid fellow Blacks in Cairo
detained in jail.
"The Black commwlity . o'f
Cairo is in great need of food,
medical care and supplies, and
clothing. We call upon Howard
University to launch a ' HUMP'
type program for the brothers
and sisters of Cairo, " Cox said,
1
(Continued on page 7)
band, cheerleaders, and the tea~
can be recognized for their tremendous contribution to the Un\versity.
He explained that the idea W¥
an expensive but necessariy one.
Mungo emphasized that tl')e en-·
I tertainment was not tor ma.kidg
a profit but organized in a wa,y
that everyone could have a good
time together. He claimed that
this was the best since 1963 tb
the extent that there was a ldt
of community involvement on all
levels.
However, its success, he emphasized, could not be possib~e
without the help of many people
(the names are to numerous to
mention),
And because its
success has set a precedent,
Mungo anticipates a better Homecoming- - 11In The Name of The
Game''--next year.

•
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HUSA Homecoming h.a ssle
By Pam Preston, L inwood Wooldridge

P::in Preston
The purpose o f GRIP E is 10 provide
for the Howa rd U niver:.ity
community a mccltanism \\hereby
grievances can be acknowledged and
with the cooperation of other facets
of th e Unive rsity . a lleviated.
Research on the grievances are
provided by the brothers of the
AJpha Phi Omeg;i National Service
Fraterni ty.

As the above purpose states,

in order for GRIPE to 'be effective all fa0€ts of the Universlty must cooper ate to alleviate
valid grievances once they have
been acknowledged by GRIPE.
This is the issue which GRIPE
will address itself to. in this
week's column.
Since GRIPE's origination
mumblings have been heardfrom
some University administrators
to the effect, "Well there goes
some more student bullshit.
"They will always be com1Jiaining about something or another."
WE-11, hell - let's face it, how
can Howard University ever face
up and begin to get involved in
the revolution now going on in
the world or how can we as Blacks
ever help someone else if our
quote leaders, both students and
faculty, feel that they are true
believe r s in the "BLACKER
THAN THO"J'' ideology and are
beyond reproach. In other words
if certain dam·n people on this
campus ·who are constantly
messing up this university cannot
be called down to face-up, then
why have a university for the

students and the community?
Let's go ahead and call this "rule
by a few for a few."
In recent GRIPE columns there
have really been some jive answers to some legitimate questions and grievances. Let's
reflect back to sam!)le a few.
Concerning the parking situation on campus (GRIPE, 10/16/
70) -- how damn long does it
take for a "com.mittee" to realize and get the necessary action
to get rid of all these '•no parking
areas" on campus and to stop the
Metropolitan Police Department
from coming on this campus constantly ticketing students' car s
as a result of the a!oremt'mtioned?
Or the Drew Hall Snack Bar
(GRIPE, 10/6/ 70) -- again, why
keep lying about it. Either the
brothers of Drew Hall are going
to get a snack bar or they are
not going to get a snacl) bar.
How about all that bullshit
(GRIPE, 10/ 16/ 70) that our illustrious treasurer of HUSA,
Samuel "Sampsonite' ' Wallace
told us about the importance of
the D. C. project requiring so
many administrators. Administrators for what?? Also, the grievance wanted to know about the
money (HUSA expenditures) again no comment from HUSA,
WHY ??? Is something wrong
here?????
How about this folks -accord~to Mr. Joseph Stewart
(Direct
of University Dining
Halls), (GRIPE, 10/23/ 70 and
10/ 30/70) there is nothing wrong
with the Punch-out or the "Cuisine" of the University Dining
Halls. Com1~ on, every Howard
University student knows of the
"crap" that is put down in the
University Dining Halls. In fact,
we doubt very seriously 1f the
administrators even eat in these
slop halls -- fit not for students,
but for pigs- ----what can be
done?
And the epitome of GRIPE's
indignance is the fact that (GRIPE
correspondence, 10/5 / 70 to present) our Dean, the one and only
. Miss
Edna Calhoun -- not
only refused to answer GRIPE's
questions and they had to be answered b); Dr. Anderson, but she

An editorial concerning the HUSA Homecoming mess really should not be written at this time, because
of the lack of any f mal proof about the allegations or the rebuttals of those allegations.
Therefore, rio such editorial will be written. Instead, a few comments will be made concerning the
general state of HUSA, itself. It appears obvious that regardless of what did or did not happen to the,
Homecoming money, some definite changes need to be made within the structure and organization of the
Student Association.
For their own good, and for the benefit of the entire Howard community (which include the oft'-camRUS
community which we purport to be attempting to serve) the members of the Student Association need to
re-examine themselves and the persons whom they have decided to place in charge of their
committees,
•
l
projects etc.
•
This does not mean , although it will be construed to mean , that all of the people associated with HUSA
have questionable motives. Instead this action is being suggested , because unfortunately many people on
and off this campus have begun to suspect HUSA and its associates of being hustlers who are trying to pull
petty rip-offs.
Since the "scandal" of three weeks ago concerning the D.C. Project , the suspicions and rumors have cast
serious doubt on the credibility of HUSA . Although the persons in question may have been innocent of the
accusations, they were suspected , and in the minds of many , they were guilty. And now, with the
Homecoming hassle, the situation has worsened , and it seems that the only way to improve it is by trying to
eliminate the causes for the distrust. Naturally , not all of these can be eradicated , because in some
instances. jeolousy and ego-tripping were the causes, but it happens to be a fact that there are certain
people, who , although they may be sincere now, have , in the not so distant past, been somewhat
questionable.
In all fairness these people should be allowed to exercise their skills and talents within HUSA , but
because of the suspicious nature of the campus at present , some effort should be made to minimize their
activities until HUSA is somehow able to pull itself together.

No entertainmen.t
Now ' that the University has banned concerts and dances from the campus until a committee
recommends new guidelines. we are in a state of shock. "What will we do for entertainment?" is the .
standard question these days, not ..What if a sister or brother gets injured or killed from glass, that ignorant
niggers crash through in order to see the Chambers Brothers?" But that's not important , cause we got to
party and get fucked up every weekend, regardless.
So far , in the six weeks that the semester has been in session, there have been at least twelve entertainers
here in five concerts, which have resulted in a loss of over $30 ,000 to the student government . But we want
more.
We want more concerts, so that we can get ~igh, and yell at the performers (as an expert team of fools
did at last week's so-called Pep Rally), lose money . and break through glass doors.
This campus doesn't need a ban on concerts: it needs a ban on bullshit.

f

Custodial worker answers writer
·To Gary Miller,
(Re:column 'The Shark's Lair'in
10/ 23 HILLTOP)
can agree with you that the
whole University is in squalor
from the dirt, but please do not
blame the janitors and maids. We
are worked like people in concentration camps; we need to be
liberated and some rhetoric
straightened out about us. I am
a maid at the University and no
one knows any better than I do
I

!Continued on Page 9)

• •

•

Reiected student cr1t1c1zes Ala·. trip .

\

Dear Editor,
l know that there are quite
a few people who signed up to
go on the Alabama trip and were
not chosen. Have you stopped to
wonder why'.' You probably as-•
sumed that you failed the interview! Well maybe · you didn't.
I was told by the co-ordinators
that all the people who went
were not qualified, and that all
those who scored highly on the
interview did not go. I then asked
how the ones who went wer e
chosen? I was told that the ones
who went wer e chosen to get
experience with
that sort
of political activity. It seems
to me that if they intended to
get anything done they should
have taken experienced people '
on the trip,
I know a gtiy, who shall be
referred to as C.H. , who is from
Birmingham (their most disorganized area) he knows the
people there, he could get them
into the churches to speak where
others can't, he knows the city,
and he is very experienced at
working with people. He was
left here.
I've lived in the south for.
19 years, I know how the people
react in situations. I've also done
work similar to this, I was put
on the tentative list myself. When
I asked them why, I was told
that I didn't type fast enough
(I type 70 W. P. M. ) that was the
basic excuse. (I was eventually
put on the definite list). Later
that evening, I voiced my opinion at the meeting on how I
felt things were not going exactly right, My name was taken
ott the list again, but I was
not told I found out myself when
I again checked the list. It seemed
as if the leaders were not brave
enough to face me and tell me.

When I asked why my name was
ta.ken off the list I was told
that I lowered the morale of the
co-ordinators.
How is it that a bunch of people
from the North are going to the
South to help? First of all, they
have too many misconceptions
about the South, Second, they have
never
been
there before.
Res idents of Alabama should have
been coordinating tt_ie trip, Instead we let the same old people,
the friends of the s tudent leaders

take over, and they played favorites with the people they chose
to go.
The same old jive ass colored
boys took our Howard University bullshit to Alabama. I can
imagine what they accomplished.
But they'll never let it be known
that they failed. Howard University has just ta.ken another giant
step backwards and it has ta.ken
Birmingham with it,
Dwight Palmer

about the dirt situation around
here. They used to take a few
of us and put us in a bunch
and run us all -over the campus
at night - - say like four people
doing Douglass · Hall, Class
Room Building Two, and University Center. Don't you t~ that
is too much workforfourpeople?
Yes you do -- then don't blame
us.
Before school opened I worked
down to the Men's Gym one
Sunday, me and a few others.
The football men were practicing.
We were not r equired to sweep
the locker room but we did because 1t was so filthy and filled
with dirty bandages. Just like a
pigpen, no trash put J,D cans at
all, a big pile aboaVthree feet
or more piled right at the cage
where the man folds clean football clothes. You know I am
right. We came in the next day
and did the same thing. That
was not our work, but w~ saw
that it was needed and we did
it.
Before you start talking about
a computer figuring out my pay,
why don't you find out the facts
about how many people work in
the buildings around here, what
time we have to work, how many
of the workers are students,

and are not working, but somewher e in a hidden corner cramming for a test or just loa!tng.
Students are here working from
Howard, Federal City, thebabies
from the Dunbar High School etc.
What do you expect? I wish they
would send the babies ' botUes
and dydee wash along with them.
I for one am tired of training
them. We have a new Skip Cleal) proi;ram. Where a buJld g
just needs two or three peo e,
on certain nights you skiP.;,C an
here and there, you skip-mo the
floors here and there you s
clean the toilet5 and everything
else, and you skip-dust mop the
floors. (Just run a mop .Pown
the isle only.) Sure your locker
room is going to be muddy,
what do you expect? I am sorry,
but you can't blame the maids
and janitors. Why don't you put
the blame where it belongs and
get the University to hire enough
people or you wlll have to tolerate it, unless you roll up your
sleeves and helo to clean. We
aren't even allowed but one dust
rpop a week and other supplies
are premiums. But don't blame
the. janitors and maids. Why don't
you· get a part time job with the
physical plant and find out first
hand what is happening before
condemning janitors and maids.
We work hard for our money.
Evelyn C, Ford
P.S. I guess the swimming pool
gets skip-cleaned too, every thing
else does.

Sterling Brown
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Dear Editor,
I think that the Howard students, faculty, and administration should thank Mrs . Jeanne
Miller of the English Department
for bringing Sterling Brown to
Howard University SQ that we
could hear him read his poetry.
This was the best program that
I have ever seen at Howard.
Some one said that she plans
other such programs. ~e are
anxiously awaiting them, for she
seems to be a very capable and
dynamic person. Maybe Dr.
Cheek should appoint her Dean
of Cultural Activities. My only
hope 1s that the next program
wlll be held in an auditorium larg•
enought so that all of the people
can get in. Those of us fortunate enough to have heard him
found Sterling Brown excellent.'
Sincerely,
:
Esther Rollins
'

•

•
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Did you know;.

J

Pan-Afr.i canislll vs. Panthers

By Robert Taylor

By Frantz Tagoe

100,000 scientists, feed 15 milFrantz Tagoe is an African
lion people, and double the social
journalist born in Ghana. He studied
security benefits of 20 million
Television (Communications at the
others (American priorities).
R.C.A. Institute of Technology in
THAT over 600 Black men and
New York from 1963 to 1966. When
women ran for political office
t he neo-colonialist coup d'etat
last Tuesday and nearly 130 of
occured in Ghana resulting in the
these ran in Alabama (Times
o verthrow of President Kwame
have changed).
Nkrumah, he left his studies in the
THAT recently in Griff1n,
U.S. and joined the Osagyefo in the
Georgia a white man was senRepublic of Guinea as a student and
tenced to twelve months in jail
comra·'c.
for shooting to death a sixteen
He writes from Conaxry, Guinea .
year-old brother who allegedly
The first of a four-part series.
cursed him. According toGeorgia
law the white man can and proJ;>ab1y will be paroled in six
The struggle of black people
/ months. (Another exampleofLaw
for liberation has often suffered
and Order).
severe ·set-backs as a result of
THAT a white probate judge
jealousy often sparked off and
says Soul Brother No. 1 James
fanned by the enemy i.e. the
Brown recently got married in
racist, imperialist European.
Barnwell, S. C. and then bought
One fact that must be made
a 100,000 home in a white secclear from the onset is that the
tion of town.
enslavement of the African and
THAT last spring HUSApresiother peoples of colour around
dent, ~1i.chael Harris declared
the world both in the past and
that as president of HUSA he
at present, was and still is the
would not preside over Senate
meetings that became circuses. ' result o! a coldly calculated
scheme of Europe as a whole.
(We wonder what the "ringmas•
ter" ls saylrtg now).
This pai:ticular discussion has
been occasioned by the fact that
the black liberation struggle in
the United States of America
is once again moving to the
By •Ali H. Mujabid
as of 1961. The 'Pan-A!ricanpoint of betrayal for the same
ists
talk
of
Nkrumahlsm
and
In the world of Islam, Africa
reason of jealousy. I say once
various
other
'isms'
yet
the
realhas a very unique and prominent
again, because any student of
ization of African identity ls lost
place. In Africa, Muslim.; are in
the black liberation struggle will
to the m~erial ideological cona majority on a continental level.
never fo rget the painful developcepts
of
those
who
would
attempt
Nowhere in the world ls Islam
ments that resulted in the deto intercede in Africa without
spreading faster than in Africa,
mise of the dynamic and revolufirst
Wldertaking
to
study
its'
both on the continent and abroad.
tionary movement led by the
populace
and
way
of
llfe.
As a religion and a way of life
late Marcus Garvey in the early
Unless our 1Pan- Afr1canlst
Islam ls gaining new heights
twenties. Although the circumbrothers
and
sisters
first
begin
with the liberation of the African
stances and conditions then may
to
study
Islam
and
learn
to
appeople. Islam ls also one of the
differ from what prevails today,
preciate Islam they will never
single most important elements
the consequence may well be the
realize
any
feasible
Panin creating revolution and secursame.
Africanist
goals.
There
would
ing liberation amoungthe African
always be an inrreperable connations. As of 1961 there are
I speak precisely of the spate
flict
as
to
mores,
norm:;,
and
considerably more than 9 milof personal attacks and vilificathe
like.
lion converts per year in subtions that the leadership of the
Of
the
54
African
nations
32
Sahara Africa.
Black Panther Party has been
of
them
have
Muslim
populaThis should be of particular .
heaping on all oth~r black groups
tions
exceeding
50o/
o
;
nine
of
them
importance to those people who
and personalities whose idehave
M·Jslim
populations
exceed1
are pushing the Pan-Africanologies differ from the Panthers '
ing
30%;
eight
·
of
them
have
lsm' theories. The Pan-Africannew-found ideology which they
Muslim
populations
exceeding
lsts are endeavoring to perterm ~tarxism-Leninism. Now,
20%.
No
country
in
Africa
is
petrate a new wave of sentiment
to attack another person's prowithout
a
significant
Muslim
and politics for the Africans
fessed ideology with facts and
populace. The lowest percentage
born in America as a viable
to postulate one's own atlernaof Muslims in any nation upon
source o! fUrthering the 'liberative position constructively, ls a
the continent is in Rhodesia (Zim tion' of all African people.
healthy practice.. But to leave
babwe) and they number in exthe arena of constructive criticcess of l Oo/o. Until our 'PanThe 1Pan-Africanists 1 are in
1
ism and to dabble in the uncouth
Africanist' brothers and sisters
gross error. How can the Panpast-time of slandering one's
realize this in their philosophAfricanists · not talk of Islam
political opponent, renders one
ies and actions, they are barkwhen Islam is the mainstay of
nothing but a revolutionary
ing up the wrong tree• and face
A!rica--there were far more than
189,051,804 M1slims in Africa
imminent failure.

THAT South Africa has announced
the formation of a partnership
with several Wes tern countries
to build an experimental plant
for the purpose of producing a
new, enriched uranium which is
used in nuclear weapons.
THAT during one of the recent
campus concerts a moving
company was paid one hundred dollars to move a piano
from Cramton Auditorium to the
Mens Gym'lasium and back. (Now
we know where all the money
went-wast"1).
THAT last month virtually no
week went by that -someone in
or close to student government
has not been char ged with misplacing or stealing student funds.
(Where there's smoke there's
fire-$300,000 worth)
'
THAT despite America's socalled ~1id-Ea°St peace lnitiatives, she recently, in effect,
gave Israel a political blank check
to buy unlimited amounts of
weapons (one- sided initiative)
THAT according to a recent
book by Seymour Melman the
money the U.S. spends each month
in Vietnam to kill could train

Islam & Pa,.~African.ism

Letters

Family
(Continued from Page 5)

The Black struggle has utilized
the talents and resources of Black
students in the past, and the
Black community of Cairo need
the assistance of students now,
along with Angela Davis and other
Black political prisoners.
The white terrorists have attacked trucks carrying food and
medical supplies from Chicago
to Cairo, according to Cox. He
also stated that two Black
investigators for Illinois were
attacked by vigilantes and there
was no response from state or
federal agents regarding the incident or regarding the besieged
Black community of Cairo. There
can be no doubt as to where the
governmental authorities stand
on the white terrorism that has
plagued Cairo; the reignofterror
may as well be that of the government.
It was reported that the Nixon
Administration made funds from
the Small Business Administration available to white merchants
who have been hurt by a boycott of their businesses by the
Black community. Cox said that
he knew of no grounds on which
the merchants could qualify for
federal funds under SBA,
The vigilantes have consisted
of whites trom Kentucky to Illinois; many are associated with
the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
The Cairo VFW has threatened
(Continued on Page 8)

Dear Editor:
In our present search for identity as a result of the "Black
Experience" in white America,
I find it proper and necessary
for Blacks to investigate the
weaknesses and shortcomings of
the family. Howard .u niversity
offers a course which many students may not be aware of. The
course title is "Family Rela- "'
tionships", presently being offered 1n the Home Economics
Department.
One main misconception about
families which was revealed to
me as the result of this class
is the idea o! individuals being
of biological blood relations as
the only composits of a family.
There has been a common occurrence among Black families
for a mother, due to economic
reasons to give her child to a
neighbor to keep for what she
considers a small period of time
and never reclaim him. The group
in which the child is left will
not be blood r e l at e d, but ls
definitely a family.
No physical structure can begin to take a desirable form
without a solid foundation. For
example, whenever a building 1s
to be placed above the surface.
Before a plant ever reaches the
surface of the soil the seed
splits to anchor the desired end.
With this knowledge we can understand why buildings and plants
alike maintain their position,
fram& and elegance even under

charlatan. It becomes more
ridiculous when the dialectics of
the situation forces a would-be
rev.olutionary leader to lose his
ideological · claritr. Let's zero
in on the real problem. ·
Unfortunately, owing to the lack
of efficient communication as
far as the general black liberation movement ls concerned, it
has just become possible for
me to read the thoughts of Brother
Huey P. Newton, Minister o! Defence o! the Black Panther Party
as contained 1n the September
5, 1970 issue of the Party paper.
Although it ls over a month
ago the issues · he dealt with
at his news conference necessarily call for some critical
comment. This is so not only
because of the direct charges
made against Brother Stokely
Carmichael and his wife Sister
Miriam Makeba (two great children of Mother Africa) - charges
for which the Minister confesses
he has no proof - but also for
the muddled manner in which he
dealt with the general question
of the Arab-Israeli conflict and
official position of the Panthers
on the latter issue.

Stokely
•

Carmichael

Those of us in Africa who have
been following firstly with keen
interest the development - and
then later on with grave concer n,
the deterioration in the ideological direction of the Black Panther Party, ahd hoped that tbe
release of its Minister of Defence from three years incarceration would have meant a
revitalization of the once revolutionary movement. We a re now
alarmed at the apparent capitulation of the entir e leadership in the

relatio~ships

the most extreme weather condition. Human roots, pillars, ties
etc. are secured in the family,
Of course whenever the foundation is not solid, the· inevitable
ls a collapse of the physical
structure. Thus when we find that
we are unable to combat and
withstand our physical environment we must naturally look to
the foundation; which from the
human stand-point is the family.
Upon my reading of Daniel
P. Moynihan's work, The Negro
Family: A Case for National
Action, and knowledge of his resulting " famP. and fortune" due
to this study, the question arose
to my mtnd. How did Mr. ~10~
ban, all the Moynihans, gain their
knowledge and conclusions on our
Black families without actual experience? If the negative plight
of the Black family is granted,
the m11ch larger question ls what
can be d.one about it? Since you
and I have lived the '' Black
Experience", it would only be
appropriate that we should study
and make legitimate resolutions
of the pathology of our family
conditions. We should and must
examine our own past and present
state and compare it to the whiteanglo-s a xon-protestant family,
other ethnical and social groups
to gain the capacity and ability
to make productive changes,
I found the most embarrassing
part of the class dlscuss1ons and studies to be the fact
that the Black female bas had to

play the role of provider and
household leader as a response
to the numerous absences and
inconsistencies of Black males.
In viewing this problem I see
the matriarchial family as
heroic. The Nl!gro, said Roy
Wilkins, "cannot be blamed for
the conditions in which he finds
him.self." But Wilkins went on to
say this, " I think we're going to
have to com-e to a consideration of Negro life and the Negro
family structure. We can't go on
covering the weaknesses of the
Negro family".
In this day of "social and institutional awareness" I feel obligated to inform the student
body of Howard (particularly
Black males) to be conscious
of a course which has been unwisely omitted from regular required courses and the relevant
Black studies program. The call
ls for vision and a collective
movement on the part of male
students on a campus whose
theme 1,s "Blackness" to register

Black teachers
Dear Editor·
A lot of Blacks are becoming
increasingly aware o! the problems that surround us- and are
asking the question: What c~
I do?
One thing that will play a very
important part in the future of

face of the racist, imperialist
power-structure that 1s the government of the United States of
America. The cause naturally
lles with the ideology of the
Party.
Far from being apologetic, I
must hasten to point out that'
. my intention is not to make a
personal attack on the brother
for whom I have always cherished
deep fraternal and revolutionary
solidarity. The point in question
here is one of right and wrong,
and when a brother ls wrong
politically, we must be bold
enough to pull his coat in time,
in order to arrest the situation
trom deteriorating.

•

Having been in the Republic
of Guinea for the past three
years and in constant contact
with Brother Stokely, I can state
emphatically that Brother Huey
was wrong from the jump when
he decided to call the news conference in order to denounce and
vlllfy brother Stokely. As we
already know one cannot hope to
pr,oceed from a wrong premise
in order to arrive at a correct
conclusion. The wrong premise
in Brother Huey's case was the
allegation that the Black Panther
Party recently had a delegation
led by Brother Stokely Carmichael in Jordan to rally support for the Palestinians ag$st
the occupying forces of Zionism
in what the Western Press often
refers to as Israel but better
known as Palestine. He also alleged that Brother Stokely was
there to push his Black Power
Movement. That Brother Huey
may h,ave been fed with erroneous
and wholly malicious information by the international section
of the Party in Algeria (headed
by Brother Stokely's archantagonist Eldridge Cleaver and
Field Marshal Donald Cox), cannot be sufficient excuse for such
ignoble fabrication since everyone knows that ignorance is never
an alibi. The ~1inister of Defense
may do well to get himself ac-1
quainted with chairman l\1ao's
thoughts on investigation and,
study continued in· the little red
book: "Without ·investigation,
there should be no ' right to speak.
If this Ls not done what comes
out is more ignorant twaddle.
(Continued next .week.)

-

Blacks is a good quality education. And who is in a better
position to give this good education then .we the college students.
Black college g ra~uates may
,well ask, '·Why should I be a
teacher?" With a lar ge variety
of more profitable opportunities
now available to us, many will
undoubtedly seek car eers in other
areas . However, if you really
want to serve your community,
•
no career would be more useful! than teaching.
There is certainly a tremendous need for Blacks and Puerto---....
Ricans based on the realities of
many major cities exceeding the
fifty per~ent Black population
mark by the end of the present
'decade.
The successful teacher in the
seventies must be committed,
innovative and responsive to the
needs of both pupil and parent.
Black children are
more
alert now than at any other time
1n our social history and thus
need creative and knowledgeable
persons to bring out the very
best in them.
The teacher in the seventies
must concentrate on preparing
pupils to function realistically in
their society. The classroom
must serve as a mirror so that
things can be examined from all
angles.
These are some of the challenges to the teacher of the
seventies, but the rewards of
the future will be well wortJ'
the sacrUices made to overcor c!
these challenges.
Robert Jr .•son
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Blues festi11ttl opens
"Black people should know
the blues, as we should now
rhorbugh!y all the malicious and
in sr itu tionalized degradation,
dishonor and !zurt inflicted upon
our mother continent and her
one child, our family of Black
people."
- Isaac Hargrove

on, Yank Rachel, Big Boy Crudup, M'Ulce Lipscomb, John Jackson~ and the African Heritage •
Dancers and Drummers.
Last night's performers included B. B. King, Muddy Waters,
the Haram bee Singers, and Richie Havens.
;
All performances begin at 8:00
p.m. in Cramton Auditorium.
Tickets are $5. 00 per night, and
are on sale in Cramton.

The guests for the remaining
r
two nights of the Blues Festival
are as follows :
Tonight:
.
Howlin' Wolf, J.B. Hutto, Luther Allison, l'tUss1sslpp1 Fred McDowell, Sur~ Lewis, Libba Cotton, Howar<) University Gospel
Choir, and ~ev. Robert Wilkins.
Tomorrow: l.
,
Junior Wells, Buddy Guy,
Sleepy John Estes, Hammle Nix1

"'

Luther AJlison will perform tonight in the Blues Festival.

Sci. majors form OSM
By Barbara Womak

The need for Black scientists
has become an ever increasing
problem in Black institutions.
Black colleges in the past have
not addressed themselves to the
immediate needs of Black science
students. This fact has led to
the for.mation of the Ory;anization
of Science Majors (OSM) at Howard,
.
OSl\•I was started last June because 1t was realized by the students 1n science that, "We have
never had an organi~ation by,
for and run by the science students, " as Reed Tuckson, a Zoology Major put it. The Organization now has approximately 200
members most of whom are Z oology majors.
A.1 Britton, Chairman of OS~1,
stated that, "We are trying to
address ourselves to the immediate needs of Black students
who want to become scientists. ''
The Black science student in
a Black school faces problems
that in some cases are non-existent in white schools. One common problem is a shortage of
funds which ultimately leads to
the Black school's loss of its
top professors. The science departments at Howard are suffering from just such a lack of
fUnds .
According to Britton,
"Howard's science departments
have lost instructors to white
schools because there is not
enough money here. Whites are

draining the cream of our crop.•'
He furt;her stated that science
teachers are leaving because the
University does not have adequate
lab facilities for research and
that the criteria for advancement is related only to out - put
in research. Britton commented
that, "OSM feels that the criteria for advancement should be
based on the ability of instructors
to relate to students. "The students _at Howard are not addressing themselves to the real
problems which are pressing
them today. We have an ideal
goal in mind and we want students to begin to think and do
what ls necessa-ry for change.
'
" OSM wants to establish a
relationship with the students and
once this relationship ls established, we can start to deal with
the mentality of the students-Black science students should get
technology and skill~ with an
A!r o - American mentality,"
Tuckson injected.

The goals of OSM are to demand answers to questions concerning science students and to
formulate answers as a gr oup.
A pre-l\-1edical-Dental Committee has also been formed to
provide a means for students
to obtain assistance for entry
into l\ledical School. Eventually
OSM plans to provide students
with financial aid.

I

A tutorial program has been set
up in each department where
medical students will tutor
under- grads and the under-grads
will 1n turn tutor junior and senior high school students in the
community.
According to Britton, " The
Or ganization of Science Majors
should and will become an active
catalyst 1n bringing the students
together.,,

Cairo
'

(Continued from Page 7)

to massacre Blacks for t~e alledged burning of a VFW hall
which served as a fort for the
vigilantes .
Cox termed the atmosphere
in Cairo as a "state of war"
in which one could "hear shots
constantly.''
The Black people of Cairo
have demonstrated their determination to fight for their
lives and liberties, and pay the
price of firm resistance and
physical death. They must not
be le:flt to struggle alone, for
their struggle is the struggle of
all Black people.

The Black
!

Family

• ••

Co-ed v1s1ts
By Laroyal Kinnon

·c09k's got 24 hours, Meridian
has
12 hours, and Wheatley has
'•
(Coptinued from Page 7)
no hours! Co-ed visltation-who
needs it? Everybody apparently.
'
Some variation ofco-edvisitaI
in a course in Family Relationtion is 1n every dormitory exships. The purpose of which is
cept the Quadrangle: at Cook,
to give us an understanding of
Drew, and Slowe for 24 hours
our unique failures as men and
a day all week, at Meridian
ethnical group in family funcHill from 2:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.,
tions and goals. We should real~ze
at Bethune from 4:00 p.m. to
that there is a lot of "tricky
11:00 p.m.
stuff" happening to Blacks in
Various forms of co-edvisitaAmerica, but we as a people
tion were obtained by a 2/3
need only to "walk tall"-- "walk ' vote of all residents. Well retall" .
membered is Cook Hall's spontaneously disorganized but effecEach one of us help detive approach. The Quad voted
termine whether qur generation
but not enough women voted in
of household leaders and breadfavor of it. The Quad is now
winners will be males or shall
appealing to the Administration
we stiffer a continuance of
to
give them visitation without
emasculation and female somintaking another vote. Marsha
ance. The late Martin Luther
Smith, a student in Liberal Arts,
King himself said, "Famlly life
commented, l1 We had elections
not only educates in general,
but ho 2/3 .vote. It seems that
but its quality ultimately detersome
of the girls have a lack
mines the individuals capacity to
of interest in whether or not they
love. The whole of society rests
want it. ..We should unify on a
on this foundation for stability,
fin al decision about it soon."
understanding and social peace. "
The benefits of visitation are
basic, you know wine'n' women
Yours in UMOJ A,
fo' days; general partying and
Brother Ronald A. Whitmore
I

(Continued on Page 9)

•

the
first washington blues festival

•

',

SATURDAY
FRIDAY
THURSDAY
B.B. King
Muddy Waters
Harambee Singers
African Heri~age
Richie Havens
'

Howlin' Wolf
J.B. Hutto
Luther Allison
Mississippi Fred McDowell
Furry Lewis
Li bba Cotton
Howard University Gospel Choir
Reverend Robert Wilkens

A NEW THING PRODUCTION

Jr. Wells
Buddy Guy
Sleepy John Estes
Hammie Nixon
Yank Rachel
Big Boy Crudup
Mance Lipscomb
John Jackson
African •Heritage

Three Nights: $5.00 Per Show
November 5, 6, 7

8:00 P.M. Until ??

Cramton Auditorium
Howard University
6th and Fairmont Streets, N.W.
Information & Tickets:

(202) 332-1811

i~ cooperation with the Blues Advisory Committee and The Friends of 't he John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts.
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Film series 'Awaken to Unity'

The Black Fllm Committee, .
made up of Nairobi N amaa.
Ronald Morgan, Calvin Eretman,
Robert Johnson anct Cleveland
Gilll state that their purpose is
"to enlighten students to p~e
sent-day Black life in Am,erlca
and different parts of the world.''
The festivals are being held
from 2 :30 p.m. until 6:30 p.m.
in the Bilogy Greenhouse auditorium. The first film in last
Sunday's festival was "Soul"
Narrated by Ray Charles. "Soul"
included performances by Billie
Holiday, Mahalia Jackson, Duke
Ellington, Count Basie and Aretha
Franklin,
This film lasted for thirty
minutes and gave the festival
a powerful start. However next

(Continued from Page 3)

(Continued from Page 6)

By Danny Simms

"Uamsho Wa Mwumgano" (or
Awakening to Unity) film festival
was presented last Sunday by
Project Awareness. This festival
was the first of a series of ·
Black films, which will be presented for 3 more Sundays.

Zambia

Gripe

was "Zambian Heritage", w~h
showed different aspects of Za bian life. ~he best thing t t
can be said about this fll is
that it was a color documentary.

men about their belief as Black
Muslims. In the film Muggeridge
asks how the Black Muslims
fit irfto the American social
structure? The Muslims explained that they contribute to the
stability of Black Americans.

The "Black Panther" a 1969
documentary was highly exciting.
Fllmed during the demonstrations in California the film included a speech by Eldridge
Cleaver and an interview with
Huey .Newton. Real life pulsating
drama was seen in scenes which
showed actual Panther-pollce
confrontations. " Interview with
Bobby Seale" gave an 18- minute
account of Bobby in jail aroWld
December, 1969. Bobby spoke on
Black polltical regression and
repression, cultural ra.tlonallsm,
male chauvinism, and the assasination of Fred Hampton and
Mark Clark in Chicago. •

The Sunday festival ended up
with "Come Back Africa" an
unusual film which was an effective blend of documentary and
feature film style technique. Portrayed in this drama was the
suffering and degradations which
are imposed by the apartheid
system in South Africa. Miriam
Makeba is featured in the night
club sequences.
The Black Film Festival contributes significant knowledge to
every Black student's awareness.
At the festival last Sunday only
65 students attended and the admission was free.
How many students would have
attended had the admission - been
· a dollar and the film had been
a first run Hollywood feature?
The choice for most students
here would be easy. This tells
us something about our values,
why they need to be changed
and why we should see these
films.

;'Black Muslims speak" Malcolm Muggeridge of British
Broadcasting Co. interviews
seven young Black men and wo-

Black Ala. candidate talks
about to.d ay's democracy

still will not answer grievances
(and there must be many)
referred to her office.
Well, damnlt - GRIPE is here
to stay, for it ls even more obvious that students do have
legitimate grievances and they
must be dealt with. By the way,
in case this is construed as
an attempt to disunity us (whatever that means these days) this
is an attempt to unify us and
not divide us.
From now on GRIPE replies
which are bullshit will be so
noted and sent back until we can
get the answer.
There are two methods that
can be used in submitting your
question or grievance: by coming to the Alpha Phi Omega National Service Fraternity Office
in room 109 of theStude!I'.: ~~!l: "''
betw..:en the hours of 12 noon and
1 p.m. on Monday through Wednesday, or by coming to the
Ollie& of Student Life, room 103
of the Student Center at your
convenience to fill out the necessary form. Every attempt will
be made to answer your grievances within ten days either in
the GRIPE column or by personal written correspondence to

President of Zambia. Mr. Leedham said he knew nothing of a
boycott of the White House U.N.
dinner by o. A. U. members. He
expallned that the White . e
couldn't have accomadated l th
heads of African nations bee e
~any European heads of st
h~ to be invited, only 10 African chiefs of state evel.' received invitations and out of the
ten invited, seven appeared. Mr.
Leedham indicated that the
absence of the two who did not
come was due to personal reasons. Mr. Leedham felt that this
whole issue developed ~ause
of contusion by the Press.

-

Open house
The residents ot Slowe Hall
wlll hold a community opening
house later this month·in an attempt to create greater under·standing and communication between residents of the dormitory and the immediate com mun:.
ity.
The opening house is the brainchild of Head Resident Walter
Keller.

By Evit;i Pasch'all

"Do you know whE::re George
V/allace's type of law and order
origin~d'? It originated from the
same type of law and or d<'r of
Adolf Hitler. This ls a chilling
thing to say. However, Hitler's
kind ls what this country ls heading toward under people who believe Geor ge Wallace' s theory
of law and order."
so disclosed Dr. John Cashin,
former gubernatorial candidate
of the National Democr atic Party
of Alabama (NDP A), when he
spoke at Howard's Rankin chapel
on Thursday afternoon. "There's
a conscious attitude of Black
northeniers and midwesterners
that they are different fro m
Blacks in the South. However,
there exlst the same problems in
the North, East , and West, as
there are in Southern plantation,
towns, and c lties. Black people
all over the country are oppressed. The only difference is we' re
down South and you' re up South. "
"The problem of today's Black
people all over the country both
young and old is that we seem
to be too complacent. Since we r
can vote, wear alligator shoes,
drive Cadillacs, anct buy houses,
we seem to think things are all
right," stated Cashin.
"Tokenism of the white power
structure will not solve our poblem, "
declared
Cashin.
Fredrick Douglas stated 1t well,
Men may not get all they pay
for, but will certainly pay for
all they get.
" In Alabama, we realized that
all our frustrations came from
our lack of control over our
destination," Cashin observed.
We needed a mechanism to bypass the power structure. The
NDPA or Eagle Party, in whih
I am chairmen and foWlder, is
designed to bypass the obstacles
of the structure."
According to Cashin, The Eagle

bypasses the obstacles in
these wavs. The candidates under
the Eagie Party are nominated
and elected by the NDP A. Then,
they are placed on the ballot for
the
general election. This
eliminates them from thE:: Primary and Run-Off which usually
eliminates the poor candidates.
The Eagle Party also gets ride
of the complicated ballot. To vote
for an Eagle candidate, all one
has to do is put a check wherever he sees an eagle. Thus the
Eagle Party in one swoop bypassed the economical and educational inability of Black
people.
Conventionally,
the Eagle
Party did not bypass the "Uncle
Toms" of Black people. According to Cashin, there are prominent Black people of the NAACP
asking Blacks not to support a
Black separated Party. This
stems from the view that Blacks
should integr ate rather than
separate. There is also the belief that Black candidates don't
have a chance to win.
"Most of you don't know what
it is suffer. The Black National
Anthem, 'Lift Every Voice and
Sing' , describes Black people
suffering well," said Cashin. The
beginning words of the second
verse say, "Stony the roads we've
trod, Bitter the chastening rod.
Felt in the days when hope unborned had died." " In Alabama,
the Black people still see blood
on those roads and know indelibly
what 1t ls to suffer. That's why
they' re working hard to get votes
to insure freedom," he noted.
"l believe that 1! racism ls
broken in Alabama, 1t will help
Blacks all over. Then one day,
we can all say in unison Martin
Luther King's words, "Free at
last, free at last. Thank God and
ourselves that we're free at
last,'' Cashin concluded.

l'arty
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Comment on Co-ed v1s1ts
1Con111wccl from 1,agc 8J

bullshit. Aside from which of
course, are some practical benefits . The social and cultural benefits wlll by far outweigh the
educational
profits. Carmin
Davis, another Liberal Arts student, explained, "If the GRA
(gr ad resident assistant) in the
men's dorms drops there will
be no 24-hour co-ed visitation
for a while." It has become
virtually imPossible to study on
weekends when boxes and floor
parties are gE>ing tull blast, or
when your roommate's woman
spends the night- and this is every
weekend until the thrill is gone.
The sanitation standard somehow drops ridiculously the following day because of the party
the night before. Filthy noors
won't vanish unW there are janitors on duty 24 hour~.
Tbe reactions to co-ed visltattoo vary. In a talk with Dean

I

Lyons, Assistant Dean of Women,
she explained: "l am opposed
not because it's not a good progr am but for security reasons.
Girls that are officers in the
buildings feel the same; if residents were more responsible and
co-operative it would work. " She
added that students ar e insulted
if ID ls asked for. Girls think
.it's an inconvenience, and with
this drug problem, you must be
careful."
As to the ultimate direction
that co-ed visitation will take,
Carmin DaVis stated, "There will
be no co-ed dorms Wltll 1980
at least. I won't be here to see
them." Very liberally she continued by admitting, "I'm all for
it 'ca~ I need my freedom too."
~![ loog co-ed visitation is

soc

progress, but perhaps educational disaster.

100..b Discount for Howard Students.
- · · · - · - - Convenient Budget Terms •.-w-••i-

JEWELERS
938 F ST. N. W.
~VE 8-6525
Jewelers Since J,932

A.

E.
F.
G.
H.

99.50
12.5 .00
150.00
175.00
200.00
225.00
225.00
150.00

I.

300.00

8.

c.

D.

• <
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Howard crushes Hampton 41-14

•

Bison capture first winning season in five
By Millard Arn old

The Bison's f1fth victory, when
it came, was almost anticlimatic.
P' lying away from home, Howard
c 11sh1:1d winless Hampton Institue 41-14 and became the first
team in five years to have a
winning season.

first came out

last weekend, but 1f any alumni
returned, they didn't come to see
the footB'all game. Still, going in•
the last minutes of the first half,
the Pirates trailed the Bison
•
14-6, and had earlier in the first
quarter, been as close as 7-6.

Hampton came back on a one
yard plunge '-by Sam Walters,
but the Bison's W~rren Craddocks put Howard up 14-6 with
his one yard" scoring romp, his
fifth touchdoln this season.
But the Pirates, behind Tillman Sease Jr., son of the Howard coach, led his team on a
drive, and was threatn1ng to
score, when he made a mistake and fiipped a pass into
Anthony Beck' s outside linebacker's zone.
Becks picked his pass off at
the two and returned it 26 yards,
ending the Pirates drive, and
setting up the Bison's next score,
a three-yard pass to Dennis
Mosley.
From there it became a cakewalk. Frank Ridley took the handotf on the first play from scrimmage to start the second half,
. and bolted 50 yards. He didn't
score on that trip, but three
plays later he blasted over from
the five.
By this time, Coach Sease
was liberally subsitut1ng, but
everything was working Howard's
• way. Melvin Bell, who was recurited as a quarterback two
years ago and then got shuttled

First Downs
Rushing yardage
Passing yardage
Return yardage
Passes

Punts
Fumbles lost
Yards penalized

7

I4

Hampton O

6

Howard

ye~rs

•

around as a defensive back, a
benchwarmer, and a punter, got
into the game as a quarterback
again and was perfect, hitting
three of three passes. .
Herb Thompson, who rushed
for 167 yards against West Virginia State two weeks ago, and
then had a horrendous game
against Fisk last week, blasted
for two scores.
In the end, Howard could have
easily rolled up the score. The
Bison stayed on the ground for
the most part, picking up 303
yards rushing as the offense
totaled 492 yards, the best this
year, and the second time this
season Howard has gone over
400 yar ds in a _game.
Tomorrow, the Bison meet the
Livingstone College Blue Bears,
who trounced Howard last year
to the tune of 37-12, but the
Bears have had their own problems this season.
Only 2-4 on the year, the
Bears nevertheless have 22 returning letterman from last season's 5-3 squad and a team that
had the best defensive team
among small colleges 1n the nation last year.

STATISTICS
Howard Hampton
how- Payne ( 14 pass from Bryant):
21
9
Bell Kick.
303
61
Hamp- Waiters ( I run); run fail
133
98
How-Craddocks ( I, run); Bell
58
55
kick
8- 10-0 12-24-2
How- M osl ey (3. pass fro m Bryant);
1-41
4-36
Bell kick
2
I
How- Ridley (5. run); kick fail
116
71
How- Thompson (5, run); Bell kick
Han1p- Sense (I , run); Sease run
I3
7 - 41
How- Thompson (28. ru n); Bell
0
8 - 14
kick

~222~522522~~!52525"5~~illS2ill~~~~S2522525illmc~2257.Si~~

Standings

View from the bench

•

CIAA
Northern Division

Virginia State
Morgan State
Delaware State
Howard
Norfolk State
Virginia Union
Md Eastern Shore
St. P aul ·s
Hampton Institute

•

W

L

T

W

L

T

4
4
3
3

0
0
1
2

0
0
0
0

2
1

2
4
'5
1

0
0

6
6
5
5
3
2
1
2

0
1
2
2
4
5
6
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

7

0

1
0
0
0
0
4
0
Southern Division
Conference

Johnson c. Smith
N. Carolina Central
Elizabeth City State
Fayetteville State
Shaw
Livingstone
North Carolina A&T
Winston-Salem State

· BY NORM BROWl\i

All Games

Conference

All Games

W

L

T

W

L

T

4

0

0

3

0

0

2

1

0

1
1

1
2

1
1

1
0
0

2
1
4

0
0
0

5
3
4
2
3
2
3

1
3
3
3
2
4
4

0
0
0
1
1
0
0

2

4

0

• • • • •• • ••• • ••• • • • • • • • • • • ••••••

Scoreboard
Hampton 14

HOWARD 41
OTHER

Fayetteville 3
Winston-Salem o
Norfolk St 14
No. C_arolina A&T 9
Shaw 0
Virginia Union 9
Livingstone 6
Millersville St 10

Elizabeth City 13
J .C. Smith 23
Md. Eastern Shore 32
Morgan State 15
North Car olina Central 32
Virginia St 28
St Paul's Col 13
Delaware State 44
Tomorrow

Livingstone at HOW ARD .
J.C. Smith at N. Carolina Central
Virginia Union at Shaw
Fayetteville at Winston Salem
Norfolk State at Virginia State
St. Paul's at Hampton
North Carolina A&T at EUzabeth City

..
i

•

•

/

•

•
Last Saturday's 41-14 triumph
over Ham;>ton Institute brough the
Bison football team's season record to 5- 2. We already have
a winning season, a rare thing
to Bison followers since 1967
when the team went 4-4. But
more importantly, we have won
all of the homecoming games
we 've played this year-including ours.
The string of homecoming vlc tories serve to show as well
as anything else the improvement
in Howard's football program.
For the last few years opponents
have fought to schedule Howard
for homecoming because we
usually presented our guest with
an easy win. So badly was Howard needed by West Virginia
State, that we were begged not
to drop them from our slate
qntll 1971, so that we could play
them for hom~oming this year.
This is one of the reasons beating the Yellow Jackets for their
homecoming
was especially
sweet.

It's easy to get ready emotionally for a good team, but it's a
tough job to get up for a team
that had lost 15 games in a row.
Poor m •:! n ta 1 preparation was
especially evident 1n the defense.
Our usually tough defense allowed 14 points, which is oniy
one touchdown short of the highest point total they've given up
this season.

our

One strong point for Howard
is that through all the football
troubles of the past, the Bison
have managed to win their own
homecoming. By playing Fisk
and Hampton on alternating
years, two teams who's benevolence is rivaled only by Howard's, we have won three of
the last four game.s .
Beating Hampton last Saturday was a special challenge.

biggest incentives were
playing a homecoming game and
playing against our head coach's
son. The latter of the two was
probably the greater. We all were
anxious to make sure that the
next year would be peacef'ul in the
Sease household.
Tomorrow 's opponent, Livingstone College, has a young but
good team. They were beaten by
J .C. Smith, one of the southern
division's powers, but showed up
very well. They are a dangerous
team not to be ta.ken lightly.
As I said last week, we want
to finish the year 7-2, so tomorrow is a must game.

Rooters cast 5-1 spell over Lincoln
By Leroy Lasiliey

It was rumored that on the
day of witches and hobgoblins
there will be two serpents on the
Booters
soccer team, and
although Lincoln University's
players came prepared to destroy
these ghastly creatures, they fell
victims to their poisonous venom.
Because it was Halloween Day,
and as they were host to the
visiting
team,
the Booter
forwards attempted to soften the
wrath of their sting by playing
trick or treat with the hopelessly
outclassed Lincoln U., sending
them home with five bagfuls of
treat while receiving one ...
Lincoln U. masqueraded as a
soccer team did not fool Howard
-fo r one moment, and "serpents"

Aqui and Henderson were particularly venomous with thei r
deadly s hots to goal. Henderson
converged four of the five goals
with assist from Aqui who scored
the other.
The first quarter ended with
goal-less but by halftime Howard
had scored two of their goals.
In the second half they netted
three more. Charles Thompson
gained Lincoln's only goal.
Right winger, Leslie DouglasJones who started the season
with a lot of enthusiasm scoring
seven goals in his first few
appear ances, had a mediocr e
game. He has failed to find the
nets in his last three outings

and to retain his position on the
team he will have to snap out
of his shell and add punch to the
offense for the remaining games.
In a mid-week encounter, the
.-:Sooters defeated Catholic u. in
a match which lacked excitement
for almost its entire duration
After playing three matches in
three days, the Howard team
played as if anxious to complete
the contest while Catholic u.
played completely defensive. However, Keith Aqui scored two
goals.
Creditable performances were
shown by Donald Si mmons, Desmond Alfred and Carlton Fraser.

•

)
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Last week, there was a footstomping, hand-clapping party in
the Men's Gym featuring the
Chambers Brothers as the guest

attraction. There hasn't been
anything in there like that since,
but it doesn't mean there won't
be.
It hasn't been exactly quiet
in there either. In a little less
than a month, (December 2)
there's going to be another party,
and this time the feature artists
will be the Howard University
basketball team.
Where the Chambers Brothers
lasted a night, the basketball
team promises many return
engagements with the ·1~t act
every bit as good as · the first.
It's roundball time at Howard,
and the Bison may have their
best team in the school's history
at least on paper. The
entire Bison team from last year
returns and this ls the squad
that pushed then defending CIAA
cham9ions Elizabeth City College to a hard fought 96-91 vie-

Intra murals
The Department oflntramurals
and Recreational Activities, of
the Physical Education Department For Men has begun it's
Flag Football season, because
of scheduling problems and lack
of facilities only a very few
games have been played. These
games are played on Saturgays
and Sundays beginning at 11: 00
A. M. In the next issue there will
be a cdmplete run down of games
played. A complete schedule for
the remainder of the season,
team standings, and team and
individual statistics.
There wlll be recreational
swimming in the physical education building for men. The time
and starting date will be announced later in this column
or you may call the Intramural
Office, Physical Education Building For Men extension 717 or
2251.

came to see our game against
Morgan State and has an excel-·
lent idea of the type of game
we play," Skinner also revealed.
" It will be a close match,"
the Trinidadian manager remarked and added that they will
be no walk-over.
Center half, Stan Smith and
Trinidadian defender Winston
(Rick) Yallery-Arthur are both
not perturbed by their opposition
but admit that they are fit and
ready.
•Rated No. 2 on the Southern
Conference soccer poll, Davis .

BY MILLARD ARNOLD

tory in the early rounds of the
conference ~urname~ in
Greensboro, N.C., last year.
Of course coach Marshall
Emery doesn'tconsidertheBison
a shoo-in for anything, but even
he's aware that this team may
be special.
He's put together the most
ambitious and the most exciting
schedule ever. The Bison will
play two games in New York,
one in Madison Square Garden;
a Christmas Holiday tournament
in . New Haven, Conn., and a
New Year's tournament in
Winston-Salem, N.C.
In addition, Emery's bringing in ~mes against Monmouth
College, · Mount Saint Mary's,
North Carolina Central, and defending <;::IAA champions, Winston-Salem State.
There'iS no getting around the
fact that' Howard has the poten-

Behirid the goal
At 10 a.m. tomorrow at Howard
Stadium, the Booters will put
their unbeaten record on the line
against Davis Elkins University
in a crucial game in which both
teams will be battling for the
honor of winning their respective divisions and moving on
to the championship playoffs.
It will be the first meeting
between the two teams since last
November. At the previous encounter Davis Elkins edged the
Booters 3-1. Although this will
be their final regular season
game, the Booters arch-rivals
have ~o far only suffered one defeat. As a result, the impending
collision of offense and defense
will be worth watching.
In West Virginia, where Davis
Elkins' coach · is preparing hs
keyed-up players for the Howard
game, there are matters of major
concern. Like the incredible 9-0
record of the Booters, and the
tremendous scoring ability ofthe
Howard forward line which has
scored a total of 48 goals in their
nine matches. Thirty two of these
goals came in their last five
contests.
The big question surrounding
tomorrow's match is how well
Howard's Sierra Leonese custodian, Billy Jones, will perform
under pressure.
"Jones is a good goalkeeper,
but because of his formidable
defense, and the scaracity of
shots taken to goal, we are not
sure how he'll re-act under a
stiff test, " said Manager Ernest
Skinner earlier this week,
"Their (Davis Elkins') coach

Page 11
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BY uEROY LASHLEY

Elkins P?ast a well-balanced
team which is spearheaded by a
couple Of German forwards.
They, U~e the Booters, have
crushed ~.heir opponents and are
determined to win this game to
qualify for the playoffs.
Howard's team for tomorrow
will be selected from: Stanford
Smith, Winston Yallery-Arthur,
Kenny Thqmas, DonaldSimmons,
Desmond 1Alfred, Ronald Daly,
Billy Jones, Keith Aqui, Alvin
Hendersoq, Carl Fraser, Frank
Scotland, 1Qlusegu.n Onadak~, and
Leslie Douglas-Jones.

tial. Probably one of· the primary reasons for such a tough
schedule is for the players to
realize that potential.
Emery's job isn't going to
get easy. He's going to have to
battle team complacency, smuggnes.s, and possible team dissent
here at Howard, and still face
the challenge of being the number one team in the CIAA's
northern division that everyone
will be after. Yet he'll be up
for it; he's a clever coach.
Of course he'll get a lot of
help from the team. Everyone
can't start, and with ' all the
talent the Bison "have, this is
self-evident. The biggest battle
Howard may have could concieve• ably come in practl<',e.
Back this year are Calvin
Shingler, Achilles 'Carroll and
Shirl White at center. Shingler
is 6-foot-5; Carroll 6-7; and
White 6-6. Forwards include 6-4,
O.B. Gray; 6-3, Larry Eato;
and team capta.in Frank Spells,
6-4. Guard/ forwards · include
Egidio Mello, 6-2, and Larry
Jiggetts, 6- 2. At the guard spots
will be 5-9, Tommy Lee; 6-0,
Gordon Thomas, and 5-11, Chris
Mello.
·

I

!

J olning them will be high school
All-American Warren Hollins,
a 6-0, guard, forward Henry
Rhodes, a 6-3 transfer student
from Manhattan Junior College;
and Bob Lewis a 6-4, forward
from Chicago.
Otlfers include center Charlie
Vance, 6-4, back after sitting
out a year, Arnie Young, 6-0,
John Smith, 6-5, John Bowman,
6-2, and Ritchie Douglass, 6-0,
all up from the freshman team.
Someone is bound to get cut.
Emery only carries 15 men, and
just 12 on road games. So far,
practice has looked like a proving grounds for ·the Green Beret.
Everyone it trying to get a job.
Besides the experience that
will be there from last year's
15-12 squad, this season's team
will have more depth. Like last
year, the players have good
morale, but they're even closer
to each other than last season.
They don't sell season tickets
to the Bison home games, but
an early warning to those who
are interested: Get .to the games
early and you might get a seat.
•cause lt aint going to be nothing but a house party, and Bison
are going to be doing it.

•

HELP WANTED
Married couple or single applic~nts to live in
experimental group hvmes caring for underprivileged
and neglected childre~. Salary: com~le.te maintenance
(room, board and all ihcidentals) ~nd $10,000 per
c0u pie. One ·member of c.ouple may also hold full time
p·:)Sition elsewhere. C~tact Dr. Dan Hamilton, Abbott
Ho u5e, Irvington-on-Hudson, New York 10533. Phone

1971Graduates:
Engineering, Science,
Business Administration,
Marketing

914/591-7~00.

•
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At Public Servlce 1 Electric and
' growing so
Gas Company, we're
fast that we take the "waiting
years" out of your career. We have to.
~~fore very long we'll have the world's
largest nuclear generating stations in operation. We do
our own engineering on these and just about every other
project on our list . (And it's a long, long li~t.)
Yes, we've got a lot going on and you shpuld be part
of it. Make an appointment now to see the Public Service
rep when he visits your campus. Don't spara those questions. Ask about our tuition payment plan, your starting
salary, benefits, and our solid professional development
programs. Public Service ... where you can take the
short view of your exciting future .
For further information, .write:

•

The XerQx Representative
will be on campus
Friday, November 13, 1970

Sign up at your
placement office today. ·

Public Service Electric end Gea Company

Professional Development Programs
Room 8247
80 Park Place, Newark,, New Jersey 07101
199-70
.

STUDY LAW AT NOTRE DAME AND LONDON
MEET IVIR. GRANVILLE CLEVELAND, NOTRE DAME LAW SCHOOL
MONDAY , NOVEMBER 9 FROM 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M .
MAKE APPOINTMENTS AT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
I

An Equal Op_portunity Emplo}ier (m/f)
XEROX IS A'flEGISTERED TRADEMARI(
OF XEROX CORPORATION

Tution Scholarships and Liberal Loan Program Applications encouraged
from minority students. Year Abroad Study· a~ the University of London.
Four Year MBA/ JD Program available. Applications encouraged from
women students.
•
f
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By Cookie Wya tt

Ho"ard shou ld subsidize more
of the future concert s in order
to cut down on prices, th us
alleviating gate crashing_
Bob Micke)
Soph . Medical School
South Orange. Nev,, Jersev
,

--

-

,

-

'Question:

If th e Howard University
community : faculty. students
and administration are sincere in
thei~ · pro c laimation s
of
a ttempting to unit e .the
university with the co1nmunity,
actions of that natu.re will'
certainly not help. I mean, we
can' t h ave strictly campus
oriented programs and then
wonder why the grass roots folk
don' t showr
Evamarii Johnson
Senior F i11~ Arts
Newark . New Jersey

What is your opinion of the

present ban on concerts and dances?
.

.

I feel that love, peace
&
happi ness are
essential and
entertainment ts so1ne thing no
one should be d eprived of.
Marc Boyd
Junior Fine Artr..
Washington . D.C .

I

I . think
that large crowd
concerts are hip , but there needs
to be more organization in
handling tickets at the door.
Edward Lemon
Senior Liberal Arts
Bronx . New York

•

lf we don 't have a place for the
shows, then\)entertainment wiU
be a thing of the past at Howard.
And anything I can' t stand ·is a
school living in the past .
Stan "The Man" Lopez
Soph . Liberal Arts
·Carlisle. Pa.

It do n't make no gawdamn
sense : But if we can't have our
jam sessions and speakers up
here in never-never land may be
we 'II find some spots "outhere ·•
in the reality called the streets,
"block, and the corner , where it
should have been from the jump.
Raki
Senioc Fine Arts
9
Camden. N.J .

,
\

Howard Un i\'er-;itv needs all the
e11t crtai!11nent it can ge t de~pite
rhL' fac:t thar rhe 'ic:hool is a
, trl"ll' i 11 i hdf \ ch 'uch :1' t ht·
( "hamhcr, Bro .... and lh.t· & T ma

••

runwr ·1 rl' ·1 11111ch ikcded
dh t•1,io11 Iro1n 1he 11rt·u Ho\\ ard
,•·otlt,111

Lancia Lou
Junior Finl' \rt,
Wa-;h ington. D_C
We need entertainment to make
Howard a total "experience.
Jingle
Junior Liberal Arts
Washington , D.C.

j.

·.
•

